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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in audio and video processing have accelerated the emergence and 

development of the three-dimensional virtual display. The main objective of the virtual display 

is to present aural and visual information in such a manner that it is realistically perceived by 

the user. Hence, the term "virtual reality" has become a popular buzzword used to describe 

the technology. Still in its infancy, the virtual display shows signs of great potential, opening 

the door to a host of innovative applications in areas ranging from control systems to 

education to entertainment However, the technology required to fully achieve this potential 

has not yet been realized, and will not be realized without significant additional research. 

The research presented in this dissertation will be directed toward the implementation 

of the virtual acoustic display, a device for the synthesis of three-dimensional sound via 

headphones. The virtual acoustic display typically involves the implementation of digital 

filters which emulate the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) [1-3]. These functions 

represent the transformation of sound pressure from a sound source in free space to the 

eardrums of the listener. Current implementations generally rely on FIR filtering techniques 

which result in high computation and storage demands, particularly for real-time systems [2]. 

Because these demands directiy translate into increased cost of implementation, reduction of 

computation and storage requirements is of great concem. 
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1.1 Applications 

Thiee-dimensional audio technology has generally not received the attention of its 

three-dimensional visual counterpart However, this is also an area of great importance and 

intensive research. Scientists and engineers have been working to understand the complex 

physical and psychological principles involved in human sound localization and to apply this 

understanding toward the development of a virtual acoustic display for conveying three-

dimensional sound through headphones. Such an acoustic display would prove beneficial to a 

wide variety of applications. Among these might be: 

• Entertainment/Recording [4,5]. Undoubtedly, virtual acoustics will find its way into 

entertainment applications, both at the consumer level and commercially. Potential exists 

for the enhancement of movies, musical recordings, video games, and other multimedia 

applications. True three-dimensional acoustic reproduction would create a level of realism 

unmatched by today's audio reproduction techniques. 

• Tool for Scientific Research [2,3]. Headphone-delivered stimulus allows researchers 

precise control over the sound pressure at the eardrums of the listener. The ability to 

provide simulated signals equivalent to those heard in a realistic environment is 

unquestionably a valuable scientific tool in the study of the physical and psychological 

aspects of sound localization. 

• Aircraft control and communications [1,4,6]. Aviation applications would particularly 

benefit from the incorporation of three-dimensional acoustic displays. In air traMc control 

and collision-avoidance systems, where the operator's spatial awareness is critically 
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impoitant, thiee-dimensional acoustic cues would likely increase efficiency and quicken 

response times. In the cockpit, localized acoustic cues would instantly convey to the pilot 

information regarding the proximity and location of other aircraft, obstacles, and targets. 

• Teleconferencing/Telecoininunieations [S]. The effectiveness of remote communication 

could certainly be enhanced by the application of three-dimensional acoustics. By 

providing directional cues to speech, individuals would have the perception of being in the 

same room as other participants, when, in fact, they might actually be separated 

geographically by large distances. 

• Guidance systems for the blind [4]. Another application which has been proposed is the 

incorporation of a virtual acoustic display as a guidance system for the blind. In this 

system, the global positioning system (GPS) would be used to provide location 

information to the system. The guidance system would then provide audible cues 

indicating one's position in relation to landmarks, to the location of buildings, or to the 

proximity of a busy street or intersection. 

In general, three-dimensional acoustic displays would be valuable in any situation in which 

one's spatial awareness is important, or in any situation in which the added dimension of 

localized audio enhances the efficiency, performance, impact, or enjoyment of the intended 

environment 
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1.2 Objectives 

The cunently employed FIR filtering techniques require the use of costly, high-speed 

signal processors for real-time implementation [1]. The primary purpose of the research 

presented herein was to develop digital filters having reduced computation and storage 

requirements which would be capable of emulating the head-related transfer functions without 

significantly sacrificing perceptual performance. 

With this ultimate goal in mind, the following objectives need to be achieved: 

• Computation reduction. The amount of computation required to implement the head-

related transfer functions must be reduced. One approach to achieving this goal would be 

to attempt to reduce the order of the filters being used. A second approach might be to 

improve the computational efficiency of the filtering process itself. 

• Data reduction. Storing the coefficients of high-order filters for a large number of source 

positions would require a large amount of memory. A simple technique for reducing 

storage requirements would again be to reduce the order of the filters being used. 

Another useful technique would be to interpolate coefficients over a sparse set of filters. 

• Demonstration of perceptual validity. The reduction of computation and storage 

requirements must not be made at the risk of perceptual performance. Perceptual Ustening 

tests must be performed using the developed filtering techniques to demonstrate the 

preservation of localization performance. 
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• Demonstration of feasibility. The demonstration of feasibility in the form of a real-time 

filter implementation must be performed to show that the developed filtering methods can 

be successfully applied to real-world applications. 

An outline of the approach used in this dissertation to achieve these objectives is 

contained in the summary below. 

1.3 Summary 

Chapter 2 presents a brief background on sound localization theory. The purpose of 

this presentation is to familiarize the reader with past research involving the physical and 

psychological aspects of human sound localization. A niunber of auditory cues associated 

with sound localization and the extent to which each is a factor are discussed. Two 

commonly known cues are the interaural time cMferences (TTDs) and the interaural intensity 

differences (lIDs). The ITDs represent the direction-dependent difference in time of arrival of 

a sound pressure wave between the right and left ears. Similarly, IIDs represent tiie overall 

intensity difference between the ears. Pinna cues, resulting from the interaction of an 

incoming sound wave with the complex folds of the outer ear, are another important factor. 

The head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), which describe the position-dependent 

transformation of sound pressure between a sound source and the eardrums, are introduced 

and the role in which Ihe HRTFs play in the synthesis of three-dimensional sound is described. 
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In Chapter 3, a brief introduction to system modeling is presented. The purpose of 

this introduction is to demonstrate the application of conventional modeling techniques to the 

modeling of an arbitrary system. The system modeling problem essentially involves two major 

issues: estimation of model parameters and determination of the system model order. For 

parameter estimation, the least-squares method, the extended Prony's method, and the 

iterative prefiltering method are discussed. In addition, system modeling based on balanced 

state-space realization and model reduction techniques is described. The various strengths 

and weaknesses of each technique are presented. For model order estimation, a relatively new 

method refened to as the minimum eigenvalue model order estimation technique is presented. 

In this technique, the model order is selected based on eigenvalues of a covariance matrix 

formed from the observed excitation and response data of the system. Details are provided in 

Section 3.3. 

Chapter 4 presents techniques for modeling the head-related transfer functions. 

Section 4.1 discusses the approximation of the head-related transfer functions as minimum-

phase systems. The transfer function of a minimum-phase system will have all of its poles and 

zeros located within the unit circle of the complex plane. Many systems can be realized which 

have the same magnitude response, but only one such system will be minimum phase. The 

minimum-phase approximation repiesents a processing convenience because the phase 

spectrum can essentially be ignored. It is shown that neglecting the phase spectrum can 

reduce the order required to model a system. 
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Section 4.2 examines model order estimation of tlie HRTFs. Application of the 

minimum eigenvalue model order estimation technique indicates that the HRTFs are 

essentially autoregressive systems. A factorization of the HRTFs is presented which factors 

the HRTFs into directional con^onents, refeired to as the directional transfer functions 

(DTFs), and a position-independent component, referred to as the diflfuse-field. Application 

of the minimum eigenvalue model order estimation technique to the directional transfer 

functions indicates that the DTFs are primarily autoregressive moving-average systems with 

equal order numerator and denominator polynomials. Since the diffuse-field is independent of 

source position, the system modeling effort focuses on the modeling of directional ta:ansfer 

functions. 

Section 4.3 proposes a number of techniques for parameter estimation of DTF system 

models. Conventional parameter estimation techniques which minimize an objective error 

criterion do not take into account the perceptual error associated with the human hearing 

process. Standard modeling techniques which minimize an unweighted error energy criterion 

tend to provide a uniform spectral fit across a linear frequency scale, but will provide a poor 

spectral fit across an auditory frequency scale. As a result, conventional modeling techniques 

typically result in models which perform poorly on an auditory basis. The auditory scale is a 

nonlinear function of frequency, i.e., the frequency resolution of the human ear decreases with 

increasing frequency. For example, the perceptual difference between a 500 Hz tone and a 

1000 Hz tone is much more significant than the perceptual difference between a 15,000 Hz 

tone and a 15,500 Hz tone, even though the tones differ by 500 Hz in both cases. In Section 
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4.3.2, a critical band frequency scale is described which more closely resembles the auditory 

scale. 

The process which leads to critical band effects can be viewed as a convolution, in the 

frequency domain, of the magnitude spectrum of the signal incident on the eardrum with a 

spectral smoothing window that increases in width as frequency is increased. In Section 4.3.3, 

a technique referred to herein as critical band smoothing is introduced to simulate the spectral 

spreading process associated with hearing. Details are discussed in Section 4.3.3. The effect 

that critical band smoothing has on the system modeling process will be studied in detail. 

Application of several of the modeling techniques presented in Chapter 3, the least-squares 

method, the iterative prefiltering method, and the balanced model reduction method, to a 

sample directional transfer function which has been smoothed using critical band smoothing is 

illustrated. In addition, the application of two other techniques, the least-squares weighted 

error method and the weighted iterative prefiltering method, is introduced. Each of these 

techniques estimates system model parameters based on a weighted error criterion in which 

the weighting function is designed to provide a better model fit on an auditory frequency 

scale. 

In Section 4.3.4, a critical band distance measurement is introduced as a objective 

error measurement for evaluating the performance of various modeling techmques. The 

critical band distance measurement measures the Euclidean distance between two spectra 

expressed as critical band levels in dB. Details of this procedure are described in Section 
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4.3.4. The goal of this critical band distance is to provide an objective measurement which 

direcdy reflects the perceptual error between two spectra. 

Results obtained using the modeling techniques described in Chapter 4 are presented in 

Chapter 5. These results include objective measurements, in the form of critical band 

distances, and subjective measurements, in the form of localization tests. In Section 5.1, 

critical band distance measurements will be examined for a wide range of model orders and 

varying degrees of smoothing so that a comparison of modeling techniques can be made. It is 

shown that critical band smoothing tends to increase the ability of a given modeling technique 

to fit a desired spectrum on an auditory frequency scale. However, it is also shown that 

critical band smoothing introduces a certain amount of perceptual distortion to the original 

system. 

In Section 5.2, the computational requirements, in terms of number of multiply 

operations, for each technique will be presented for a number of filter implementation 

structures. The amount of computation required to meet a given critical band distance 

constraint will be used to rank each technique. Although many of the described system 

modeling techniques do not result in a significant reduction in computation in comparison to 

FIR filtering, systems modeled using critical band smoothing followed by balanced model 

reduction are found to result in a considerable reduction in computational effort 

Results from localization tests demonstrate the degree to which the localization 

performance is preserved by the system models. The localization tests compare the 
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performance of high-order FIR filters to the performance of low-order models designed using 

two of the techniques of Chapter 4. A description of these tests is provided in Section 5.3. 

Conclusions drawn from these results are presented in Chapter 6. A discussion of 

future work is also be included. 
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2. SOUND LOCALIZATION THEORY 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the user with a brief background in sound 

localization theory. Within the context in which it will be used here, sound localization refers 

to the process by which the location (distance and/or direction) of an auditory event is related 

to specific attributes of a sound event [7]. Here, a distinction is made between a sound event 

and an auditory event The term sound event is associated with that event which causes an 

audible disturbance. The term auditory event refers to the perception of that event. That is, 

the location of an auditory event is the perceived location of a sound event The position of 

auditory events and the position of sound events do not always coincide. In fact a goal of the 

virtual acoustic display is to place the auditory event at a predefined location, even though the 

actual sound sources in a pair of headphones are positioned just outside the entrance to the 

ear canals. The position of the auditory event is directly dependent on both the way in which 

the sound pressure is transformed by the head, torso, and outer ear and the way in which the 

signals received at the eardrums are interpreted by the brain. 

In a firee-field environment with real sources, one might express localization 

performance as a function of how well the position of an auditory event matches the position 

of the sound event In a virtual environment localization performance might similarly be 

expressed as a function of how well the position of the auditory event matches the intended 

source position. The success of the auditory display depends on the extent to which the 
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localization performance of the virtual environment matches that of the real-world 

environment 

For many years researchers have been studying the physical and psychological aspects 

of sound localization. Important to the understanding of sound localization is the 

determination of the specific attributes, or auditory cues, which directiy affect the location of 

the auditory event. In this chapter, a brief review of localization literature will be presented. 

In so doing, a number of auditory cues important for sound localization will be revealed. 

Also, in this chapter, the definition of the head-related transfer functions will be introduced 

and the theory behind the simulation of free-field Ustening will be presented. 

In this document, a consistent spherical coordinate system has been adopted to 

indicate source positions as illustrated in Figure 2-1. The position directiy in fiont of the 

subject corresponds to an azimuth of 0° and an elevation of 0®. Source positions on the 

subject's right side correspond to positive azimuth angles with 90° representing a source to 

the subject's immediate right and 180° representing a source behind tiie subject Similarly, 

positions on the subject's left side correspond to negative azimuth angles with -90° indicating 

a source to the subject's immediate left For elevation, positive angles correspond to sources 

above the horizontal plane with 90° corresponding to a source directiy above the subject, and 

negative angles correspond to sources below the horizontal plane. The horizontal plane will 

refer to the horizontal plane which contains the axis joining the entrances to the ear canals. 

Similarly, the median plane will refer to the plane of symmetry of the human head. The plane 
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Top 
E=+90 

z 
Horizor'-' 
Plane 

Median 

Left 
A=-90 
E=0 

Right 
iL A=+90 

E=0 

Frontal 
Plane 

Median 
Plane 

Figure 2-1 Adopted coordinate system. 

which is orthogonal to both the horizontal plane and the median plane and which contains the 

axis joining the entrances to the ear canals will define i}a& frontal plane. 

2.1 Background 

It has long been known that interaural time differences (TTDs) and interaural intensity 

differences (DDs) play important roles in the ability to localize sounds [7], However, these 

factors are not the only indicators of source location. Interaural tune and intensity cues alone 

cannot account for one's ability to localize sounds at positions on the median plane, where the 

time and intensity differences between the right and left ears are minimal. Headphone-

delivered stimuli strictly utilizing these two cues generally result in the perception of sound 
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sources inside the listener's head. For this reason, a distinction is often made between 

lateralization (inside-the-head localization) and localization (outside-the-head localization) [3]. 

It has been suggested that the folds of the pinna play an important role in sound 

localization [7-10]. The interaction of a sound wave with the complex folds of the pinnae 

results in a position-dependent filtering. The presence of pinna cues is also thought to 

increase localization accuracy (in particular, determination of elevation angle and 

discrimination between front and back positions) and, in addition, contribute to the 

extemalization of sound. 

The importance of piima cues was demonstrated by Batteau [10] as described in [6]. 

In Batteau's experiment, a wideband stimulus was recorded dichotically using microphones 

which were inserted into a pair of artificial pinnae. The pinnae were separated by a distance 

approximately equal to the width of a human head. Listeners in another room presented with 

the recorded stimulus were then asked to report apparent azimuth and elevation for a variety 

of positions. The experiment was also performed using microphones which were not 

equipped with pinnae. The results indicated that the use of the artificial pinnae resulted in a 

significantiy higher localization accuracy. In addition, when using the artificial pinnae, 

listeners reportedly perceived the source as being located outside of the head as opposed to 

inside of the head. 

Other researchers have experimented with binaural recordings made using "dummy" 

heads [6,8]. In these experiments, stimuli were recorded using microphones placed in the ear 

canals of dummy heads. Listeners were then presented the recorded stimulus using 
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headphones. These studies also generally reported realistic perception of sound. In one such 

study by Plenge [8], it was concluded that pinna cues played a primary role in the 

extemalization of sound. 

Other factors, such as reflections and head movements, are also thought to contribute 

to the ability to localize sounds [11-13,37]. In [11], a study of the effect of head movements 

on sound localization accuracy was presented. The results presented indicated an increased 

accuracy in the estimation of source elevation and a significant reduction in the number front-

back reversals. Additional work has been done to study localization of sound in reverberant 

fields. In [7], it was reported that binaural recordings in reverberant fields produced a "nearly 

perfect reproduction" of auditory events. In [37], however, it was concluded that 

reverberation effects did not significantly improve localization accuracy. 

A number of researchers have attempted to measure the transformation in sound 

pressure which occurs between a source in anechoic space and the ear canals or eardrums of 

the listener [2,3,10,14]. This transformation is commonly expressed in the form of position-

dependent transfer functions, generally referred to as the head-related tranter Junctions 

(HRTFs). A pair of HRTFs (one for each ear) relates the sound pressure of a source at a 

particular position in space to the sound pressure at the eardrums of a listener. Measurement 

of head-related transfer functions typically involves the use of probe tube microphones 

inserted into the ear canals of a subject seated in an anechoic chamber. In some instances the 

transfer function measurements are carried out using a dummy head. In most situations. 
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however, live subjects are used because the measured HRTFs more closely resemble the 

subjects' actual HRTFs [2,10,14]. 

2.2 IMeasurement of the Head-Related Transfer Functions 

The specific technique used for measuring the HRTFs presented m this document is 

that of Wightman and Kisder [2,3]. The steps in this technique will be briefly outlined below; 

details of this procedure can be found in [2], although some minor modifications have been 

made since that time. Only the basic steps of the procedure will be summarized here. 

To make HRTF measurements, a subject is first fitted with a pair of miniature electret 

microphones to which have been attached liny silicone rubber probe tubes. The ends of the 

probe tubes are carefully inserted into the subject's ear canals. The purpose of this probe 

microphone system is to measure the sound pressure level near each eardrum of the subject 

Loudspeakers 

Stimulus 

Subject 

Movable Arc 

Figure 2-2 HRTF measurement setup. 
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Once fitted with microphones, the subject is seated in an anechoic chamber at the center of a 

large semi-circular arc (2.76 m in diameter) upon which a series of loudspeakers have been 

mounted, as illustrated below in Figure 2-2. The arc can be rotated 360° to produce a 

stimulus at any azimuth angle. The loudspeakers on the arc have been mounted at fixed 

intervals, so that stimulus can be provided for a number of discrete elevation angles. 

For each source position measured, the arc is positioned at the desired azimuth angle. 

A wideband stimulus is then produced through the loudspeaker corresponding to the desired 

elevation angle. The stimulus is digitally constructed to have a flat magnitude spectrum from 

200 Hz to 4000 Hz. Above 4000 Hz, the magnitude spectrum increases abruptly by 20 dB 

and is then flat up to 15,000 Hz. No energy is contained below 200 Hz or above 15000 Hz. 

The phase spectrum is computed so that the peak factor of the signal is minimized, as 

described in [151. A 16-bit, 100 kHz D/A converter is used to produce the stimulus, while a 

pair of 16-bit, 100 IdJz A/D converters are used to simultaneously sample the responses at 

both eardrums as measured by the probe microphones. For improved signal-to-noise ratio, 

the ensemble average of the responses is computed over a number of repetitions of the 

stimulus at each source location. 

Once the response data has been collected for all desired source positions, the transfer 

function characteristics can be computed. Each response is deconvolved with the stimulus 

(via division of FFTs) to produce the corresponding impulse response. A correction is made 

for the firequency response properties of the microphones. Sample right and left ear HRTF 

impulse responses and magnitude response characteristics for one subject are shown below in 

Figure 2-3 for an azimuth of 90® and an elevation of 0®. For the impulse responses shown. 
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Impulse Response 

Right Ear 
Left Ear 
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0.5 20 
Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2-3 Sample right and left ear HRTFs for azimuth = 90° and elevation = 0°. 

note the difference in time and amplitude between the left and right ears. Since the sound 

source in this case was on the subject's right side, the time delay is less for the right ear than it 

is for the left, as would be expected. The HRTF spectra generally contain a number of uneven 

peaks and valleys, indicating a rather complex frequency response. 

2.3 Synthesisof Localized Sound 

To perform the simulation of free-field listening conditions using headphones, a source 

is digitally filtered using the pair of HRTFs corresponding to the desired source position. This 

is most simply accomplished using the values of the in^ulse response as the coefficients of an 
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Left 

I Input 
Signal Right 

Convolve with 
left ear impulse 
response 

Convolve with 
right ear impulse 
response 

Figure 2-4 Synthesis implementation. 

FIR (finite-impulse response) filter. The resulting two-channel signal is then converted via 16-

bit, 100 kHz D/A converters. The subject, listening throu^ headphones, will ideally perceive 

the source as originating from the corresponding position in space. This situation is depicted 

in Rgure 2-4. 

The use of this technique to simulate free-field listening conditions with headphone-

delivered stimulus has been shown to be largely successful. Such results have been presented 

in [3]. Using a group of inexperienced listeners, the spatial judgments of a wideband stimulus 

presented in free-field were compared to the spatial judgments of the same stimulus presented 

through headphones. The location of headphone-delivered stimuli were judged to be in nearly 

the same position as the free-field stimuli, indicating the simulation technique to be 

perceptually sufficient There was, however, an increased number of front-back reversals (to 
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be discussed below) than in the free-field case. In addition, the performance in estimation of 

elevation was generally poorer than in ftee-field. 

2.4 Performance and Implementation Concerns 

There are a number of "challenges" remaining before three-dimensional reproduction 

of sound is successfully developed for widespread use [16]. Among these are: 

• Compensation for inter-subject variability. Comparison of HRTFs indicates that a 

fairly large amount of variability exists among subjects. In general, performance is best 

when a subject uses HRTF fQters which have been constructed using his/her own 

measurements. This observation seems to indicate that individual differences may make it 

difficult to produce a single set of filters which will work well for all listeners. 

• Reduction of front-back reversals. A headphone-delivered stimulus intended for a 20° 

azimuth angle (front, and slightly to the right) may be perceived by the listener as being at 

160° (back, and slightly to the right). For a pair of source positions in which interaural 

time and intensity differences are essentially equal, there is an increased chance that the 

listener will perceive the unintended source position. Such a reversal is given the term 

front-back reversal. In a fcee-field situation, a certain percentage of reversals is expected. 

In a virtual situation, it would be undesirable to have this percentage increase significantly. 

• Reduction of computational load. Computational requirements are obviously important 

in a real-time implementation. At present, FIR filtering using the HRTF impulse responses 
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requires a large computational effort. More efficient filtering techniques could greatly 

reduce the computational requirements of such an implementation. 

• Reduction of data requirements. Storing the filter coefficients for all desired source 

positions becomes rather impractical. For example, an implementation which stores the 

HRTF data for 36 azimuth angles (10® intervals) and 12 elevation angles (15° intervals) 

would require storage for over 400 pairs of filters. Although implementations with a fully 

stored filter coefficient bank can be constmcted, interpolation techniques could be used to 

reduce the memory requirements of such a system and thereby reduce the cost of 

implementation. 

The research presented herein focuses primarily on reducing the computation and data 

requirements necessary for implementation. Solutions for dealing with inter-subject variability 

and fi»nt-back reversals, while important, are beyond the scope of the proposed work and, 

consequently, will not be directly dealt witii further. 
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3. INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM MODELING 

3.1 System Modeling Problem 

A frequently encountered problem in many science and engineering disciplines is one 

of determimng an appropriate model for an unknown system given observed excitation and 

response data. In this chapter a brief introduction to system modeling will be presented. For 

fliis work, one will be primarily concerned with flie modeling of systems based on observed 

impulse responses. A number of techniques for estimating model parameters will be 

discussed, one of which will be applicable only to observed impulse response data and several 

of which will be applicable to arbitrary excitation and response data. Given an observed 

system impulse response, any of the techniques discussed can be applied by assuming the input 

to be a discrete-time impulse and the output to be the observed impulse response. 

Consider an arbitrary unknown system which produces an ou^uty(/i) when an 

arbitrary input x{n) is applied. This situation is described in Figure 3-1. In system modeling, 

one wishes to find a parametric model relating the observed excitation to the observed 

response. A common approach to this problem is to assume that the transfer fiuiction of tiie 

unknown system can be represented by a rational system and to solve for the system 

parameters. A rational system can be defined by the following linear, constant-coefficient 

difference equation of order (p,q): 
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Figure 3-1 Excitation and response of an arbitrary system. 

1=0 j=0 
(1) 

where x(n) is the system excitation and y(n) is the system response [17]. The Ojt are 

commonly termed the denominator or autoregressive (AR) coefficients and the Z> '̂s are 

termed the numerator or moving average (MA) coefficients. The leading denominator 

coefficient oq is commonly taken to be equal to 1 without any loss of generality. The system 

described by (1) has a transfer function of 

Such a system can be used to describe linear, time^invariant systems. Factoring the numerator 

and denominator polynomials yields a pole-zero transfer function of the form 

, B(z) i\)+6iz-l+i^z-2+...fc z-« 
^W=-:7T= , • , -1 •—IT-. ^ 

A(z) l+aiz~^+a2Z~^+-'-apZ~P 
(2) 
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o) 
(1-qz ^)il-C2Z ^y-iX-CpZ-^) 

where the q's are the termed the system poles and the di's are termed the system zeros. 

Two important system properties can be determined directly from the pole-zero form 

given by (3). The system will be stable if the poles of the system have magnitudes less than 

one, i.e., all poles lie within the unit circle [18]. If, in addition, all zeros have magnitudes 

which are less than one, the system is said to be minimum phase [18]. Since the transfer 

function is a rational function, the term rational system modeling is often used to describe the 

modeling process. Another common name is pole-zero modeling. 

If the order of the denominator polynomial is zero, the system is commonly referred to 

as an all-zero or moving-average system Similarly, if the order of the numerator polynomial 

is zero, the system is referred to as an all-pole or autoregressive system. 

Identification of the unknown system essentially involves two major issues. The first is 

the estimation of the system parameters. The second is the selection of an appropriate model 

order. In practical situations, tiie observed excitation and response data will generally not 

exhibit a perfect pole-zero relationship as indicated by (1). In such cases, the parameters of 

the model are chosen to imnimize a specified error criterion. As will be the shown in the next 

section, the selection of the error norm has a significant inqiact on the complexity of the 

solution and on the characteristics of the resulting model. 
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3.2 Parameter Estimation 

3.2.1 Direct modeling 

Perhaps the most intuitive approach to system modeling would be to develop a model 

which produces an ou^ut which approximately matches the observed output of the unknown 

system for a given excitation. In the case in which the discrete-time impulse is used as the 

excitation, this approach is equivalent to approximately matching the impulse response of the 

model to the impulse response of the unknown system. 

Define the modeling error e^{n) to be the difference between the output of the 

unknown system y(ji) and the output of the model ^(n) [17]. The modeling error is thus 

given by 

is the response of the model due to excitation Jt(n). This error is depicted in Figure 3-2. In z 

transform notation the error can be expressed as 

em(.n)=y(.n)-Kn) 

where 

(5) 

E„iz) = nz) - Yiz) 
(6) 
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In the direct modeling problem the criterion for estimation of the model parameters is 

minimization of the modeling error energy. Unfortunately, however, the modeling error 

energy in the direct modeling problem is a nonlinear function of the model parameters. This 

makes the solution of the parameters by direct means difficult, and a direct solution is not 

feasible. While iterative techniques can be applied to the solution of such a problem, the 

computational complexity required and the difficulty in obtaining a globally optimum solution 

makes the direct modeling approach unattractive for many applications. 

3.2.2 Indirect modeling 

To get around these difficulties, the modeling problem can be reformulated by 

modification of the error norm into one which has a solution obtainable from a set of linear 

equations [17]. Define the equation error eq(jn) as 

xin) 

Sin) 

Model 
G(z) 

Unknown 
System 

Figure 3-2 Direct modeling problem. 
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efl(n)= ^aiy{n-i)-^b;x{n-j). (7) 
1=0 

The reader will recognize this error to be the difference between the right and left sides 

of (1). It is for this reason that it is referred to as the equation error. In the indirect modeling 

problem, model parameters are selected to minimize the equation error energy. This is often 

referred to as the least-squares enor criterion. This situation is depicted in Figure 3-3. 

Using z transform notation the equation error can be expressed as 

Eqiz)=Aiz)Y{z)-B{z)Xiz) (8) 

To study the relationship between equation error and modeling error, note that (6) can be 

rewritten as 

xin) 

A(z) 

Unknown 
System 

Figure 3-3 Indirect modeling problem. 
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A{2)E„{z)=Aiz)nz)-Biz)Xiz) (9) 

A simple comparison between (8) and (9) reveals the relationship between the equation error 

and the modeling enor; 

Eq{z)=Aiz)E„iz) (10) 

Thus, minimization of the equation error energy (indirect method) is equivalent to 

minimization of the energy of a weighted modeling error (direct method). It is important to 

note the fact that none of the indirect modeling approaches presented will solve the direct 

modeling problem. The indirect techniques arc commonly used because of the simplicity and 

computational efficiency of the solution process. As will be shown in the next several 

subsections, a number of related techniques can be used to solve the indirect modeling 

problem. In addition, a technique referred to as iterative prefiltering will be presented which 

attempts to estimate the direct modeling solution through repetitive application of indirect 

techniques. 

3.2.2.1 Least squares (IS) method 

The method of least squares can be used to determine the set of model parameters 

which results in minimum equation error energy [17,19-21]. Given a finite-length set of 

excitation and response data, (7) can be expressed in matrix form as 
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y(fi) 
y(X) 

^(-1) 
3^(0) 

X-p) 
y(X-p) 

xiO) 
x(X) 

xi-i) 
x(.Q) 

xi-g) 
xil-q) 

,yiN-l) y(N-2) •' yiN-p-l) xiN-1) x(JN-2) ••• x{,N-q-\\ 

% 

4 
-bQ 

eqiO) ' 
eqil) (11) 

The solution of the matrix equation requires N+p ou^ut samples and N+q input samples. 

Since oq=1, this can be xeairanged as 

yi-i) 
yiO) 

y(-2) 
^(-l) 

y(-p) 
y(X-p) 

xiO) 
xil) 

X(rl) 
x(0) 

r -y(0) 1 r ^̂ (0) ] 
-y(.i) + 

ryi^-i\ fq{if-l) 

xi-q) 
xil-q) 

yiN-2) y(iV-3) ••• y{N-p-l) jc(iV-l) Jc(iV-2) x{N-q-\)_ 

«1 

4 

-h 

L-V 
(12) 

or simply as 

= -y + e (13) 

where D is a Nx(p+g+l) data matrix, 0 is a (p+^+l)xl parameter vector, e is a Nxl error 

vector, and y is a Nxl output vector. For e=0, (13) will generally represent an 

overdetermined system of equations which will not have an exact solution. In the least-
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squares method, one wishes to find the solution for the parameter vector which minimizes the 

error energy e^e. 

This solution can be determined by taking partial derivatives of e^e with respect to 

each parameter and setting the result equal to zero. A simpler and more common approach, 

however, would be to apply the orthogonality principle, which states that the parameter 

vector which minimizes the least-squares error will be the one which produces an error e that 

is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the columns of D., i,e., D'̂ e-0 [17,20,21]. 

To apply the orthogonality principle, each side of (13) is first multiplied from the left 

by D'̂ y resulting in 

D'̂ D^^-D'̂ y+D'̂ e, (14) 

The parameter vector which minimizes the least-squares error will also produce D'̂ e=Q as 

dictated by the orthogonality principle. Thus, from (14), minimization of e^e with respect to 

the elements of (|> leads to the following set of equation commonly referred to as the normal 

equations [17]; 

D'̂ D^=-D'̂ y. (15) 

Solution of the normal equations for <j) results in the least-squares error solution. The matrix 

D'̂ D will always be invertible if the columns of D are linearly independent In this case, the 

resulting solution is 
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^=-R-Wy (16) 

where R=D'^D and the minimum error energy is given by [17] 

min e^e=y^y+y^D^ (17) 

A number of techniques exist for the computationally efRcient solution of (15). 

However, the focus of this work will not be on the computational aspects of least-squares 

solutions and, hence, these techniques will not be presented here. The interested reader is 

encouraged to look at [17,20] for more information. 

3.2.2.2 Extended Prony's method 

If one is only concerned with matching the impulse response of the model to the 

impulse response of the unknown system then a technique referred to as the extended Prony's 

method can be used [17,22]. 

Consider the impulse response A(n) of a rational system of order (p,q) given by 

where 5(n) is the discrete-time impulse. One should note that only the first (^+1) samples, 

from n=0 to n=q, of the impulse response are directly affected by the numerator coefficients. 

The remaining samples, be^nning with n=q and extending to infinity, are a consequence of the 

denominator coefficients alone. 

(18) 
i=l j=0 
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In the extended Prony's method, the denominator coefficients are determined by 

minimizing the least-squares equation error over the available impulse response data beyond 

the &st (9+1) samples. The numerator coefficients can then be selected such that the 

equation error is zero over the first (9+I) samples as shown below. 

The extended Prony's method proceeds in much the same manner as the least squares 

error method with the following exception. Instead of assuming an arbitrary input j:(n), a unit 

sample input 5(n) is assumed. The corresponding output is taken to be the impulse response 

of the unknown system h{n). With this in mind (11) can be expressed as 

A(0) 
m) 

0 
A(0) 

0 
0 

1 0 
0 1 

hiN-\) h{N-2) ••• h{N-p-l) 6 6 -• 6 

1 • 

dp 
-bo 
-61 

eqiO) 
e^(l) 

(19) 

which can then be rewritten as 

KO) 
hil) 

0 
KO) 

0 
0 

h{N-l) KN-2) ••• hiN-p-l) 

1— r" 

1 1 

e^(0) • 
eqii) 

eqia) 
Sqiq+l) 
eq(.q+2) 

h' 
h 
0 
bq 
0 
0 

6 

(20). 
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This set of equations can be partitioned into two sets, one contauiing both numerator and 

denominator coefficients and the other containing only denominator coefficients. Taking the 

upper (^+1) rows results in 

KO) 0 
Ml) /i(0) 

0 
0 

Kg) hig-l) — hiq-p\ 

and taking the remaining lower rows results in 

T 

1 

+ 

1 

O
 

W
W

, 

J 1 1 
.. 

(21) 

Kq+l) Kq) 
Kq-^2) h{q-¥\) 

/i(l+9-p) 
/i(2+^-p) 

h(.N-l) hiN-2) - h(.N-p'l) 

Rewriting (21) in simpler form leads to 

HuVXb+e 

1 1 

II 

'eqiq+iy 

eq(.q+2) 

J 

\ 

(22) 

(23) 

One will note that if the denominator parameter vector a is known, then the numerator 

parameter vector b can be solved for exactly ie=0). 

The reader will also note that the form of (22) is identical to that of (11), except for 

the fact that denominator coefficients are the only elements contained in the parameter vector. 

Thus, the least-squaies solution for the denominator coefficients can be found in much the 

same manner of the least-squares method. One can rewrite (22) as 
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h{q) h{q-\) ••• hil+q-pY 'ai \Kq+l)-\ 'egiq+\y 
h{q^\) hiq) ••• h{2+q-p) 

• • 
02 Z=. — 

h{q+2) + eqiq+2) 

hiN-2) KN-3) h(N-p-l) J^P. 

1 
or simply 

Hia=-h-¥ei (25) 

The least-squares solution is then given as the solution to the following set of normal 

equations 

{H^HL)a=-Hlh (26) 

Once a has been determined by solving (26), the numerator parameter vector b is found from 

(23) using e=0. 

3.2.2.3 Iterative prefiltering method 

Neither of the two previously mentioned methods attempt to solve the direct modeling 

problem. For this reason, the iterative prefiltering method will be presented [17,23,24]. The 

iterative prefiltering method is a technique which attempts to approximate the solution to the 

direct modeling problem through iterative application of indirect methods. 

To understand the nature of the iterative prefiltering method, it is important to 

imderstand the relationship between the equation error of (8) and the modeling error of (6). 

In (10), it was shown that the modeling error is equivalent to a weighted equation error. 

Thus, from (10), the modeling enor can be expressed as 
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£m(z)= 
EAz) 

(27) 
A{2) 

To apply the iterative prefiltering method, an initial estimate of the model parameters 

must be obtained. This can be achieved using either the least squares method or the extended 

Prony's method as previously discussed. Let the numerator and denominator polynomials 

associated with the model parameter estimates be denoted as Ai(z) and ^(z). 

Note that if the expression for equation error in (8) is filtered by the filter 1/ Ai(z) the 

following relationship results: 

gg(z) ^ A(z)y(z) _ B(z)X(z) 
(28) 

Ai(z) Ai(z) Ai(z) 

With the assumption that 

(29) 
Ai(z) A(z) 

combining (27) and (28) leads to 

A{z)Y{z) B{z)X(z) 
(30) 

This can be rewritten as 

E^iz)sAizmz)-Biz)X(z) (31) 
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where 

(32) 

is the original output prefiltered by l/Ai{z) and 

(33) 

is the original input prefiltered by l/Aiiz). 

Note that (31) now has the form of (8), i.e., (31) is an approximate expression for 

modeling error written in the form of an equation error. The application of the least squares 

method to the prefiltered input and output data results in a parameter estimate which 

minimizes an approximate modeling error. This situation is depicted in Figure 3-4. Let the 

resulting least squares parameter estimates be denoted ^(z) and ^(z). 

As before, the new parameter estimate A^iz) can be used to prefilter the original input 

and output, and the least squares method can be used to obtain a new parameter estimate. 

This process can be repeated to obtain progressively better parameter estimates in terms of 

satisfying the minimum modeling error energy criterioiL Thus, iterative application of 

preHltering and least squares parameter estimation can be used to obtain parameter estimates 

which minimize an approximate modeling error. 

The iterative prefiltering technique can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Obtain an initial parameter estimate using the least squares method or Prony's method. 

2. Prefilter the original input and output sequences using the denominator coefficients 

estimate using (32) and (33). 

3. Compute a new parameter estimate using least-squares method on the prefiltered input 

and output sequences. 

4. Repeat steps 2 through 4 as needed. 

In comparison to other indirect methods, the iterative prefiltering method has two major 

drawbacks. The required computational effort is higher because of multiple application of 

indirect techniques. The second disadvantage is that the iterative process is not guaranteed to 

> y(n) 

B(2) 

A(z) 

A(z) 

Unknown 
System 

• em(n) 

Figure 3-4 First iteration of the iterative prefiltering method. 
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converge. In practice, however, satisfactory results can be obtained by terminating the 

iterative process just before the solution begins to diverge, as is sometimes the case. The 

obvious advantage of the iterative prefiltering method is its ability to estimate the solution to 

the direct modeling problem. Since the iterative prefiltering method uses the least-squares 

method as the initial estimate, the performance of the iterative prefiltering method, in terms of 

minimum modeling error energy, will always be equal to or greater than the performance 

obtained using the least-squares method. 

3.2.3 Balanced Model Reduction 

In this subsection, a somewhat different approach to system modeling will be 

presented based on balanced model reduction [25-31]. In this technique, a state-space 

realization of the system is formed from the observed system impulse response. The state-

space representation is then transformed into what is referred to as a balanced realization via 

an appropriate state transformation. A system reduction can then be performed by simple 

truncation of states. Abrief overview of balance model reduction will be presented here. For 

more details on balanced model reduction, including the definition of a balanced state-space 

and the computation of an appropriate state transformation matrix, the reader is refened to 

Appendix B. 

The state-space model commonly used in control systems theory is the basis for many 

model reduction techniques [27,32]. The following state-space model can be used to model a 

linear, finite-dimensional system: 
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*(fc+l)=Ajc(,k)+Bu{k) 

y(k)=Cx(k)+Du(k) 
(34) 

where xik) is the r-dimensional state vector, A is an rxr matrix, B and C are rxX and Ixr 

vectors respectively, and Z) is a scalar. These equations are commonly termed the state 

equations of the system, where r is the system order. The state equations dictate a mapping 

from the system input uiJK) and the present state x{lC) to the output y(A:) and the next state 

x{k+\). The corresponding transfer function is given by [27,32] 

For a given transfer function, an infinite number of state-space representations can be 

realized. Given a high-order, finite-length impulse response, obtaining a state-space 

realization is a simple procedure. The realization described by 

//(z)=^=C(zr-A)-lB+D (35) 

and the corresponding impulse response is 

rp 

h=[hQ hi hi hi •••] 

=[D CB CAB CA^B • • •] 
(36) 

(37) 
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B= (38) 

C=[ki hi % ••• /̂ ] (39) 

D = hQ (40) 

is one such realization [27], which can be easily verified using (36). 

Other state-spaces having the same transfer function can be obtained via a state 

transformation. Given an arbitrary, nonsingular matrix T, the state-space (A, B, C ,D) 

specified above can be transformed into a new state-space (A', B' ,C' ,D) having the same 

transfer function and given by [32] 

A'=r-Ur (41) 

B'=T-^B (42) 

c'=cr (43) 

In model reduction, one wishes to reduce the order of the system without significandy 

altering the input-output relationship of the system. For balanced model reduction, one is 

primarily interested in obtaining systems which are balanced. A balanced system is useful 

because it allows one to easily reduce the system order by simple truncation of states. 
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As described in Appendix B, a given state-space realization can be transformed into a 

balanced realization using a transformation matrix T obtainable through singular value 

decomposition of the Hanksl matrix. The Hankel matrix $(//) is defined as [32] 

0(/f)= 
tti 0 
h h '• 

: : 0 0 
\hn 0  -  0 0 

(44) 

Performing a singular value decomposition of the Hankel matrix results in 

0(H)=1/ZVT 

=(l/2V2)(2:l/2yT) 
(45) 

where U and V are unitary matrices and Z is a diagonal matrix containing the so-called Hankel 

singular values a,- of The singular values are nonnegative numbers and typically 

ordered such that aj S 02 ^ • '2: . The desired transformation matrix T which 

transforms a arbitrary state-space into a balanced state-space is given by [27] 

(46) 

where Sq is the observability matrix 

s.=l 

c 
CA 
CA2 

1 CA'-l 

(47) 
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The Hankel matrix and, hence, the Hankel singular values are invariant under state-

space transformation. Each singular value represents a ranking of the contribution of a 

dynamical element of the balanced state-space. The summation of the squared singular values 

will be equal to the total energy (sum of the squared elements) of the Hankel matrix. 

Model reduction can be achieved by truncating the states associated with the snnallest 

singular values. Thus, given a balanced state-space (^4' ,C' ,D), a reduced-order state-

space (A{i, B{, C{, D) can be obtained by truncation of states such that 

If the system (A' ,B' ,C' ,D) is asymptotically stable and balanced, the truncated system 

(Afi, B{, C{, D) will be asymptotically stable [27,29]. 

The balanced model reduction method can now be summarized as follows: 

1. Obtain a high-order impulse response from the unknown system. 

2. Form a state-space realization (A, B, C ,D) from the impulse response of the unknown 

system using (37) through (40). 

(48) 

(49) 

C=[Cf Q] (50) 
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3. Transform the state-space realization (A, B, C ,D) into a balanced realization 

(A' ,B' ,C' ,D) according to (41) through (43) using the transformation matrix T given by 

(46). 

4. Form a reduced-order model (Afj, B{, C{, D) using (48) through (50) based on Hankel 

singular values. 

The computational requirements for the balanced model reduction technique are 

intensive. In addition, the calculations are often ill-conditioned. For this reason, a number of 

methods have been proposed for simplifying the design procedure. The reader is encouraged 

to look at [28-30] for additional information. More will be said about balanced model 

reduction techniques in the next chapter. The focus of the system modeling discussion will 

now shift to model order estimation. 

3.3 Order Estimation 

Determination of the system order has been the focus of considerable research. A 

number of model order estimation techniques exist in the literature including the Akaike 

information criteria (AIC) [33], the final prediction error (FPE) [34], and the miiumum 

description length (MDL) [33]. Since each of these is based on the estimated error variance, 

the model parameters must be estimated for each model order evaluated, and the 

corresponding equation error must be computed. These techniques requite considerable 

conq>utational ej^ort, and the resulting model order estimate is dependent on the parameter 

estimation technique that is used. 
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In fliis work, a relatively new order estimation approach will be examined which is 

based on the eigenvalue decomposition of a covariance matrix formed from the observed 

response data [35,36]. Details of this technique are briefly presented below. 

For the noiseless case, assume that tiie observed excitation and response data satisfies 

(1) exactly for some undetermined orders p and q. Note that for finite-length data records, (1) 

can be rewritten in matrix form as 

y(0) yi-1) 
yd) y(0) 

y(-P) 
ya-P) 

y(N-l) yiN-2) ••• XA^-p-l)J 

ao 
ai 

x(0) xi-1) 
jc(i) xm 

xi-q) 
x{l-q) 

.jc(N-l) x{N-2) ••• ;c(iV-9-l)J 

A) 
(51) 

or simply as 

^p^p~^q^q (52) 

in which Yp is a iVx(p+l) response matrix, Xq is a A/x(<jr+l) excitation matrix, Up and bq are 

respectively (p+l)xl and (4'+l)xl column parameter vectors. Rearranging (52) yields 

*01 
0 (53) 

Let the data matrix ^pq be defined as 
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Op,=[l'p • -X,] (54) 

and the corresponding covariance matrix ^pq to be 

Rpq — D^q Dpq (55) 

Using eigenvalue decomposition, the covariance matrix can be decomposed into the form 

IRpq = QMf (56) 

in which the (p+^+2)x(p+^+2) eigenvector matrix Q has as its columns the orthonormal set of 

eigenvectors of Rpq and the eigenvalue matrix 

A = 
Xq 0 
0 Xi 
• • 
• • 
• • 

0 0 

0 
0 

^p+g+l_ 

(57) 

has as its elements the corresponding (p+q+2) eigenvalues. Typically, the eigenvalues are 

ordered such that Xq ^ ^ ^ ^/m^+1- Because Rpq is positive semidefinite, all of its 

eigenvalues will be nonnegative. 

It can be shown [35,36] that if the "true" order of the unknown system is (np,n^) and 

if the system order (p,q) in (52) is selected such that p^rip and q^riq, then the covariance 

matrix Rpq will have at least one zero eigenvalue, since there will exist at least one exact 

solution for Qp and bq in (53). 
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Based on this result, the model order estimation procedure can be formulated. 

1. For all model orders (p,^) of interest, construct the data matrix and compute the 

corresponding covariance matrix defined in (54) and (5S) using available excitation-

response data. 

2. Compute the minimum eigenvalue of each covariance matrix. 

3. Take the model order estimate to be the lowest order (p,q) at which the minimum 

eigenvalue is zero. 

Thus, in the noiseless case, the true order of the system can be selected as the lowest 

order (p,q) at which the minimum eigenvalue falls to zero. In the noise-contaminated case, 

however, the estimation procedure becomes more difGcult because the eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix will be incremented and wUl no longer equal zero when the tme model 

order has been reached or exceeded. 

One can consider the case in which the excitation x[n) and response y{n) are both 

contaminated with a zero mean, white noise with variance . It is shown in Appendix A 

that for large N the corresponding eigenvalues will be incremented by an amount equal to 

. Thus, the new eigenvalue matrix A corresponding to a noise-contaminated covariance 

matrix will be given by 

A=A+o2M (58) 
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where A is the eigenvalue matrix associated with a noise-free covariance matrix as described 

in Appendix A, and I is the identity matrix. The minimum eigenvalue will no longer be zero 

but will equal . 

Another useM case is that in which the excitation is assumed to be noise-£ree and the 

response is assumed to be contaminated with a zero-mean white noise with variance . 

Such a situation would be applicable when x{n) is a disaete-time impulse and y(n) is the 

observed impulse response data. It is shown in Appendix A that for this case the increment in 

eigenvalues is bounded by . The new eigenvalue matrix is upper-bounded such that 

(59) 

This result is useful because it relates the modeling enor variance to the value of the minimum 

eigenvalue. 

To demonstrate the minimimi eigenvalue estimation technique and the effect of 

additive output noise, consider the following three model examples. Figure 3-5 shows 

minimum eigenvalue plots for MA(3), AR(3), and ARMA(3,3) systems. For each system, a 

200 coefficient impulse response was obtained to which a very low variance (10'̂ ®) white 

noise was added. The covariance matrix was then formed for all model orders (p,^) such that 

O^p^lO and 0^9<10. At each order the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix was 

plotted. 
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Figure 3-5 Log-scale minimum eigenvalue plots for a) an MA(3) system b) an AR(3) 
system and c) an ARMA(3,3) system. 

To accommodate the dynamic range of the data, a logarithmic scale was adopted. 

Minimum eigenvalues were plotted in dB relative to unity, i.e., /(p,9)=10-logio(Xp^^+i) 

where J(p,q) is the minimum eigenvalue in dB for the order (p,q) model. Since noise was 

added to tiie observed system response of all three systems the minimum eigenvalues did not 
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drop to zero once the true model order had reached, but rather to some small, nonzero "noise 

floor". The value of this noise floor predicted by (59) given a 200 coefficient impulse 

response and a noise variance of 10"'̂  is -137 dB, approximately the value indicated in the 

plots. A noise threshold set to a value just above this noise floor could therefore be used to 

select the appropriate model order. That is, the lowest order (p,q) which results in a minimum 

eigenvalue below this threshold could be selected as the model order estimate. 

In the next chapter, this technique will be used to estimate appropriate model 

stractures for HRTFs. Given an arbitrary HRTF, comparison of the corresponding minimum 

eigenvalue plot to the plots shown in Figure 3-5 will reveal the order and stmcture of an 

appropriate model. 
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4. MODELING OF THE HEAD-RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

The modeling techniques presented in the previous chapter can be applied to model a 

variety of linear, time-invariant systems. In this work, one will be primarily concerned with 

the application of these techniques to the modeling of head-related transfer functions. 

Because of the perceptual importance of the HRTFs, modifications to standard modeling 

techniques will be proposed for increasing the auditory performance of the resulting model. 

A set of abbreviations has been established for making reference to the various 

modeling techniques presented in this chapter. These abbreviations are shown in Table 4-1. 

Application of each of these to HRTFs will be discussed in Section 4.3. In this document, the 

variable p has been and will be consistentiy used to represent the order of the denominator 

polynomial of a model transfer function. Likewise, the variable q will be used to represent the 

numerator polynomial order. Thus, the pair (p,q) will denote a pth order denominator and a 

gth order numerator. An order pair (p,^) will conunonly be used in conjunction with an 

abbreviation to represent the model type and order. For example, a BMR(12,12) model 

denotes a model designed using balanced model reduction with a 12th order denominator and 

a 12th order numerator. 

4.1 Minimum-Phase Approximation 

A considerable amount of research has focused on the approximation of HRTFs as 

minimum phase systems [38]. In section 3.1, it was stated that a rational system was said to 

be minimum-phase if all system poles and zeros are inside the unit circle of the complex plane. 
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Table 4-1 Abbreviations for modeling techniques. 

Abbreviation Description 

FIR FIR filter designed by truncation of impulse response. 

LS Least-squares method. 

LSWE Least-squares weighted error method. 

IP Iterative prefiltering method. 

WIP Weighted iterative prefiltering metiiod. 

PZC Pole-zero cancellation method. 

BMR Balanced model reduction method. 

Given an arbitrary, stable, rational system H{z) with corresponding impulse response 

hin) and frequency response , there will exist only one system which is minimum-

phase and has a magnitude response , assuming that the system has no poles and 

zeros m common. Let this system be denoted //minU) and its corresponding impulse 

response be denoted h^(.n). Thus, specifying a desired magnitude response uniquely 

specifies a conesponding minimum-phase system. 

Research indicates that the approximation of the head-related transfer functions as 

minimum-phase systems preserves localization performance [38]. This assumption represents 

a significant processing convenience because the phase spectrum can essentially be ignored. 
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An initial step in the modeling process, therefore, is to find a minimum phase system given an 

impulse response or, equivalendy, given a desired magnitude response. 

A minimum-phase system is said to have a minimum energy delay property, which 

states that the energy of the first n samples of the impulse response of a minimum phase 

system is greater than the energy of the first n samples of the impulse response of any other 

system with the same magnitude response. Mathematically, the minimum energy delay 

property states that [18] 

To convert the impulse response h{ri) of an arbitrary system into the impulse response 

^nin('*)of a minimum phase system with the same magnitude response, a technique presented 

in [18] can be used. It can be shown [18] that the complex cepstrom of the impulse 

response of a minimum-phase system is causal, Le., c^(/i)=0 for n<0. For real sequences the 

cepstrum c;,(n) can be defined as the even part of the complex cepstrum c/,(n) 

i|A(mf s i|W"f (60) 
m=0 m=0 

where 

(61) 

2 
(62) 
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The cepstrum c^(n) is actually the inverse Fourier transform of the log-magnitude 

spectrum of h{n). If one computes the cepstrum of h{n), (62) can be used to compute the 

complex cepstrum of assuming the complex cepstrum of ^inin(/») to be causal. From 

(62), the causal, complex cepstrum of the minimum-phase system can be expressed as 

0, n<0 
Chin), n=0 (63) 

2-Ch(n), n>0 

or equivalently as 

hin)=Ch(ri)-g(n) (64) 

where 

^(«)=2M(w)-8(n). (65) 

where u{n) is the unit step response and 8(/i) is the discrete-time impulse. 

The complex cepstrum c^(rt) of i® terms of hmmin) is given by. 

C/i(/i)=3-l{log[3(/%nm(«))]} (66) 

where 3 represents the discrete Fourier transform and represent the inverse discrete 

Fourier transform. Thus, can be obtained from as 

^(n)=3-l{exp[3(c/i(/i))]} (67) 
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A block diagram of the minimum-phase conversion procedure is shown in Figure 4-1. 

Given an impulse response, the real cepstrum is computed. The complex cepstrum of h^(n) 

is then computed using (64). Finally, the sequence hminin) is found from c^(/i) using (67). 

A system if(z) can be factored into a minimum-phase system ifif,ni„(z)with magnitude 

response |//(e''®)| and an all-pass system Hgp(z) with unity magnitude response such that 

(68) 

where is the frequency response of the minimum-phase system and H^pieJ^) is 

the frequency response of tiie all-pass system. 

A minimum-phase system has a lower order than a mixed-phase system vvdth the same 

hin) • 3(*) 

gin) 

logH 3-lC) 
Chin) 

•01 Chin) 

3(.) exp(*) —» y-'w • 

3-lW 

-•Aniin(/t) 

hapin) 

Figure 4-1 Minimum-phase computation block. 
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magnitude response since the all-pass system is not required. Therefore, a minimum-phase 

system can generally be modeled more efficiently than a corresponding mixed-phase system. 

For this reason, and for the previously mentioned processing convenience, HRTFs will be 

modeled exclusively as minimum phase functions for the remainder of this work. The 

fundamental assumption, of course, is that the minimum-phase approximation will not affect 

the localization performance of the filters, as previously stated. 

4.2 Model Order Estimation 

4.2.1 Application of minimum eigenvalue order estimation to HRTFs 

The minimum eigenvalue techmque discussed in Chapter 3 and in Appendix A can be 

applied to the head-related transfer functions to identify appropriate model structures. For 

HRTF data, the system excitation x(n) is taken to be the discrete-time impulse, and the 

observed system response y(/i) is taken to be the HRTF impulse response. HRTF impulse 

responses measured using the technique described in [2] are &st converted to minimum-phase 

sequences before applying the order estimation procedure. 

Figure 4-2 shows the minimum eigenvalue plots for several left ear HRTFs of one 

subject for positions on the horizontal plane. By comparing the theoretical plots of Figure 3-5 

to the HRTF plots of Figure 4-2, it appears as though the HRTFs are primarily all-pole 

(autoregressive) systems. Indicative of an all-pole system is the fact that the minimum 

eigenvalues drop sharply in tiie p axis direction and slowly in tiie ^ axis direction. This 
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Figure 4-2 Minimum eigenvalue plots for left ear, horizontal plane HRTFs of one subject 
Azimuth angle is shown. 
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effect is observed for the HRTFs shown in Figure 4-2, and for HRTFs in general. 

To estimate the order of each transfer function, a noise threshold can be selected. The 

model order at which the minimum eigenvalue drops below this threshold is selected as the 

order estimate. Because the observed impulse response is not a perfect impulse response from 

a rational system, the eigenvalues will not clearly fall to zero as in the noise-fiee case. 

Selection of an appropriate threshold for head-related transfer functions, therefore, can only 

be accurately selected tlirough the use of subjective listening tests. For tiie time being, a 

comparison of all-pole and all-zero model orders required to reach a fixed threshold will be 

made. 

Based on a -15 dB threshold, AR model order estimates were computed for 450 

minimum-phase, left ear HRTFs of one subject for positions distributed evenly about a 

spherical shell. Figure 4-3a shows a histogram of the AR model order estimates for all 450 

transfer functions. The mean order is 9.8. The highest order estimate is 14. 

For comparison, MA model order estimates for the -15 dB threshold were also 

computed for the same 450 HRTFs. The results are illustrated by the histogram of Figure 4-

3b. It is clear that, at a -15 dB threshold, the MA model order estimates are significantiy 

higher than the AR model estimates. 

At lower thresholds, however, the difference between AR and MA model order 

estimates is reduced due to the fact that the MA model has a gradual decrease in minimum 

eigenvalues (along the q axis) while the AR model shows Uttie increase above roughly 15th 

order. Thus, the AR model appears to have its greatest advantage over the MA model at low 

model orders. 
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The question arises as to the perceptual contribution of the AR model for sound 

localization. As shown in Appendix A, lowering the eigenvalue threshold corresponds 

roughly to lowering the allowable modeling enor variance, an objective criterion which does 

not necessarily reflect the perceptual performance of the model. Consequently, perceptual 

listening test are needed to fully asses the significance of these results. It does appear, 

however, that the use of an autoregressive filter would be required to efficiently model the 

HRTFs. 

4.2.2 The diffuse field and directional transfer fiinctions (DTFs) 

The HRTFs seem to be highly autoregressive for most, if not all, transfer function 

mi-il 
e 10 12 14 ie 18 20 AROnitr 

Figure 4-3 a) AR model order estimates b) MA model order estimates. 
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positions. There is research [38] which suggests that the head-related transfer functions can 

be modeled as a smgle, position-independent all-pole filter in parallel with a position-

dependent all-zero filter with promising results. With this in mind, it would seem 

advantageous to find a factorization of the HRTFs which would divide each one into a 

position-dependent function and a position independent function. 

One can define the dijfuse field response to be the RMS magnitude spectrum of the 

HRTFs of all source positions. Thus, the diffuse field computed over N source positions can 

be expressed as 

where DF(fO) is the diffuse field response and Hi(ej^) is the fiequency response of the head-

related transfer function associated with the ith source position. 

The diffuse field response can be viewed as the overall response of the ear to a 

wideband, diffuse sound field, i.e., wideband sound of equal intensity from all directions. The 

diffuse field represents a non-directional component of the HRTFs. The diffuse field is 

typically computed separately for each ear. Dividing the magnitude response of each left ear 

HRTF by the diffuse field response of the left ear (in the frequency domain) extracts the part 

of the left ear which is dependent on direction. A similar procedure can be done for the right 

ear. After extracting the diffuse field from an HRTF, by division of magnitude spectmms, the 

residual is generally referred to as the directional transfer function (DTF) since it represents 

the direction-dependent component of the HRTF. 

(69) 
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When HRTF-filteied stimuli are presented over conventional headphones, the 

headphone-to-eardrum transfer function contributes an additional frequency response to the 

received signal. This headphone-to-eardrum transfer function will generally have a similar 

frequency response characteristic to that of the diMise-field response. In fact, some 

headphones claim to be "diffuse field equalized", indicating that the headphone-to-eardmm 

transfer function matches the user's response to a diffuse sound field. Therefore, it is 

approximately correct in an actual implementation to use the DTFs for three-dimensional 

sound synthesis instead of using the HRTFs. 

Elimination of the additional computation associated with the di^se field filtering 

represents perhaps the greatest benefit of using DTFs for sound synthesis. Although it would 

be ideal to use the HRTFs corrected by the actual headphone-to-eardrum transfer functions 

characteristic as measured in a laboratory, it will be assumed that the headphone-corrected 

head-related transfer functions essentially match the directional transfer functions. Because of 

ttiis, the focus of the modeling process will now shift to examining the directional transfer 

functions. 

4.2.3 Application of minimum eigenvalue order estimation to DTFs 

To examine appropriate model structures for DTFs, the minimum eigenvalue 

technique was applied. The directional transfer functions were first computed using the 

procedure outlined above. The DTFs were then bandlimited by specifying a flat magnitude 

response (0 dB) above 15 kHz, since the original HRTF measurements were only valid up to 

that frequency. Using the minimum-phase DTFs of one subject for positions on the horizontal 
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plane, the minimum eigenvalues were computed for a wide range of model orders. The results 

are shown in Figure 4-4. 

By comparing the plots in Figure 4-4 to the theoretical plots of Figure 3-5, it is 

apparent that the DTFs arc not autoregressive systems but rather autoregressive moving-

average systems. The minimum eigenvalues decay slowly in the p and q axes directions, but 

fall sharply along the diagonal. The DTFs appear to be high order systems since the "noise 

floor" is not reached until a high order. Because the drop in eigenvalues as the model order is 

increased is so considerable, it is assumed that a low-order model may be acceptable. Even 

for 10th order models, the drop in minimum eigenvalues exceeds SO dB. The exact threshold 

that can be tolerated without sacrificing perceptual performance is difficult to determine 

without using localization tests. 

The minimum eigenvalue plots also seem to indicate a rather consistent model 

stracture for all positions. The symmetry of the plots and the value of the noise floor seem to 

be essentially the same for all positions shown. Because of the autoregressive moving-average 

appearance of the minimum eigenvalue plots, the parameter estimation techniques of the next 

section will focus on estimating the parameters of models with equal order numerator and 

denominator polynomials. 
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Figure 4-4 Minimum eigenvalue plots for left ear, horizontal plane DTFs of one subject 
Azimuth angle is shown. 
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4.3 Parameter Estimation 

4.3.1 Least-squares (LS) method 

In Chapter 3, the least-squares method was presented for computing the parameters of 

a pole-zero model. In this subsection, the least squares method will be applied to the 

modeling of HRTFs. Figure 4-5 shows the magnitude response of a sample HRTF and the 

magnitude response of a corresponding model fiit using the least-squares method. It is 

apparent that the model fits the magnitude spectrum well at high frequencies, but poorly at 

lower frequencies. 

The question of concern is whether or not this difference can affect the localization 

performance of the model. Perhaps a more fimdamental question might be whether or not the 

difference is perceptually transparent. To answer these questions, it becomes necessary to 

have some understanding of tiie hearing process, which is the topic of the next subsection. 

4.3.2 The hearing process and psychoacoustics 

Important to any perceptually valid modeling process is an understanding of the 

hearing process. The human ear is fundamentally a frequency analysis instmment A sound 

incident upon the ear ultimately results in a disturbance along the cochlear partition, or 

cochlear duct [39]. In humans, the cochlea is a tiny, spiral cavity which resides in the inner 

ear. An "unrolled" diagram of the cochlea is shown in Figure 4-6. The cochlear partition is 

an organ which divides cochlea into an upper gallery (scala vestibuli) and a lower gallery 

(scala tympani). The cochlear partition runs the entire length of the cochlea. 
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Figure 4-5 Comparison between sample DTP magnitude response (solid line) and magnitude 
response of a 12th order model fit using least-squares method. 

The cochlear partition is bounded along the lower gallery by the basilar membrane. An 

incident sound produces a disturbance along the cochlear partition. The frequency of an 

incident sound determines the physical area of disturbance along the basilar membrane. In 

general, high frequency tones result in a maximum disturbance of the basilar membrane near 

the basal end, while low frequency tones result in a maximum disturbance of the basilar 

membrane near the apex. The detection of pitch is determined by one's ability to sense the 

area of maximum disturbance. Increasing the frequency of the incident sound widens the area 

of disturbance. 

The term masldng refers to the phenomenon by which one sound interferes with the 

perception of another sound [39]. Consider the situation in which a single tone is masked by 
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Figure 4-6 Simplified diagram of the unrolled cochlea. 

another tone. Each tone corresponds to a physical excitation of a region along the basilar 

membrane. Figure 4-7 shows a plot of the anplitude of the disturbance along the basilar 

membrane due to two tones, one at 500 Hz and the other at 1000 Hz, The horizont£iI axis is 

labeled in frequency corresponding to distance along the cochlea partition. If flie level of the 

500 Hz tone is raised such that the response at 1000 Hz due to the 500 Hz tone is greater than 

the response at 1000 Hz due to the 1000 Hz tone itself, then the 1000 Hz tone will become 

inaudible. The 500 Hz tone is said to mask the 1000 Hz tone. 

If the frequency of the tone at 500 Hz is increased, there exists a point at which a 

single tone will be heard instead of two distinct ones. The perception of a single tone occurs 

when the areas of disturbance of the two tones along the cochlea partition overlap. The 

shaded regions in Figure 4-7 represent critical bandwidths, which indicate the width of the 

region of disturbance. If the critical bandwidths do not overlap, two distinct tones wUl be 
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Figure 4-7 Amplitude of disturbances along the cochlea partition. 

heard. Otherwise, a single tone will be heard. A table of critical bands and corresponding 

bandwidths as described by Scharf [10] is shown in Table 4-2. 

4.3.3 Critical band smoothing 

The process which leads to masking and critical band phenomena can be viewed as a 

convolution, in the frequency domain, of the power spectrum of the signal incident upon the 

ear with a spectral spreading function [40,41]. The width of this spreading function varies 

with frequency according to the width of a critical band. An alternate viewpoint of this 

process would be a convolution of a spreading function of constant bandwidth with the power 

spectrum of the incident signal which has been "warped" along its frequency axis according to 

a critical band scale. 
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Table 4-2 Critical band data. 

Band number Lower edge Center Upper edge 
(Hz) 

1 0 50 100 
2 100 150 200 
3 200 250 300 
4 300 350 400 
5 400 450 510 
6 510 570 630 
7 630 700 770 
8 770 840 920 
9 920 1000 1080 

10 1080 1170 1270 
11 1270 1370 1480 
12 1480 1600 1720 
13 1720 1850 2000 
14 2000 2150 2320 
15 2320 2500 2700 
16 2700 2900 3150 
17 3150 3400 3700 
18 3700 4000 4400 
19 4400 4800 5300 
20 5300 5800 6400 
21 6400 7000 7700 
22 7700 8500 9500 
23 9500 10500 12000 
24 12000 13500 15500 
25 15500 19500 

To simulate this processing, the technique illustrated in Figure 4-8 was used. The 

magnitude spectrum of the specified incident signal is computed via a fast Fourier transfonn. 

The resulting magnitude spectrum is then smoothed using a variable-width Guassian window. 

The bandwidth of the smoothing window at a fiequency/is selected such that 3 dB 

attenuation corresponds to a specified fraction of the critical bandwidth of the ear at frequency 
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Figure 4-8 Critical band smoothing processing block. 

/. The overall width of the window is selected based on a 80 dB bandwidth. For the 

remainder of this document, this process will be referred to simply as critical band smoothing. 

To compute the critical bandwidth at an arbitrary frequency/, the critical band data 

listed in Table 4-2 is fit using a second order polynomial. A plot of this relationship, critical 

bandwidth versus frequency, based on a second-order polynomial fit is shown in Figure 4-9. 

Critical band smoothing attempts to simulate the smoothing process associated with 

hearing. To demonstrate the effect of critical band smoothing on the frequency response of 

the DTFs, an impulse response of a sample DTF is processed using critical band smoothing. 

Figure 4-10 shows a comparison between the original magnitude response (solid line) 

and the magnitude response after smoothing (dotted Une). The amount of smoothing used 

was 0.5 critical bandwidths, meaning that the width of the smoothing window at a frequency/ 

was 0.5 times the critical bandwidth at that frequency. The width of the smoothing window 
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Figure 4-9 Critical bandwidth versus frequency. 

expressed as a fraction of the critical bandwidth (in this case O.S) will be lefeired to as the 

smoothing factor. It is clear that the critical band smoothing preserves the response at lower 

frequencies but smoothes the response at higher frequencies. Two important question arise as 

to the effects of critical band smoothing: 

1. What effect does critical band smoothing have on the system modeling process? 

2. How much smoodiing is allowable before it becomes perceptually significant? 

The first question is concerned with the effects of critical band smoothing on the 

ability of a model to fit a desired magnitude spectrum. It is anticipated that critical band 

smoothing will provide for a better fit by the model because the spectral resolution at higher 

frequencies has been reduced. 
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Figure 4-10 Response of a sample DTF compared to the smoothed response obtained using a 
smoothing factor of 0.5. 

The second question deals with the amount of smoothing that can be allowed. If a 

signal is smoothed before it reaches the ear, then the ear wUl perform an additional smoothing 

on the already smoothed signal. Increasing the amount of smoothing may increase the ability 

of the model to fit the spectrum, but, at the same time, will introduce a potential perceptual 

error. Critical band smoothing provides for an increasingly better model fit of a gradually 

degrading impulse response. Obtaining the appropriate smoothing factor which will provide 

the best model fit without introducing perceptual distortion is certainly a topic of concern. 

More will be said about this topic in the next chapter. 
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4.3.4 Critical band distance measurement 

An auditoiy-based criterion for objective evaluation of model performance is presented 

here. The critical band distance measurement measures the Euclidean distance between two 

power spectrums expressed in critical band levels. Figure 4-11 shows the processing involved 

in computing the critical band distance. 

First, the power spectrums are computed for each transfer function. The critical band 

values are then computed by summing the energy in each critical band according to the bands 

given in Table 4-2. The energy in each critical band is expressed in dB. The Euclidean 

distance between each critical band spectrum expressed in dB is the resulting critical band 

distance. For this work, critical bands 3 through 24 will be used for computing critical band 

distance, giving a cumulative ftequency range from 200 Hz to 15kHz. This measurement will 

be used to preliminarily demonstrate the performance of several techniques presented in the 

upcoming subsections of this chapter. Results from a more thorough evaluation, in terms of 

critical band distance, will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.3.5 Least squares weighted error (LSWE) method 

What is the effect of critical band smoothing on the least squares method of parameter 

estimation? Figure 4-12a shows a spectral fit of a 12th order model designed using the least-

squares error method compared to that of a sample DTF smoothed using a 0.5 smoothing 

factor. It is apparent that, even though the filter specification was smoothed, the lower 

frequencies are still modeled poorly. 
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Figure 4-11 Critical band distance processing block. 

The least-squares method minimizes an equation enor energy. According to 

Parseval's theorem, the total energy in the time domain can be related to the total energy in 

the £requency domain. Thus, 

s 1 ««w f = ^  J  r  ™  
n=-oo "'"-n 

The total error energy can be computed in the frequency domain by integratmg over the 

power spectrum. The least-squares method has a tendency to fit the spectrum according to a 

linear frequency scale. It would, therefore, be advantageous to utilize a modeling technique 

which weighted the error at the lower frequencies more strongly than the error at higher 

frequency. Such a weighting might take the form of 
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where Mji) is the impulse response of the weighting filter, and W(,ej^) is the corresponding 

frequency response. The weighting filter must be selected such that lower frequencies are 

weighted more heavUy than higher frequencies, as is the case of the auditory frequency scale. 

To accomplish such a task, a technique which will be referred to as the least-squares weighted 

error method will be introduced. 

In the typical least-squares method, the energy of the equation enor given by (8) is 

minimized. For convenience, (8) is repeated below 

Eq(z)=Aiz)nz)-Biz)X( z )  (72) 

If each side of (72) is filtered by a weighting filter iy(z), 

Wiz)Eq(z)=A(z)W(z)nz)-Biz)W(z)X(z) (73) 

results. This can be rewritten as 

E^iz)=A(z)nz)-Biz)Xiz) (74) 

where 
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Figure 4-12 Comparison between smoothed spectrum and spectrum of a a) LS(12,12) model 
b)WLSE(12,12) model c) IP(12,12) model d) WIP(12,12) model e) 
PZC(12,12) model f) BMR(12,12) model. 
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Y{z)=W(.z)Y{z) (75) 

is the output Y{z) prefilteied by W(z), 

Xiz)=Wiz)X(z) (76) 

is the input JSl(z) prefilteied by W(z), and 

Eg^{z)=Wiz)Eq{ 2 )  (77) 

is a weighted equation error. One will note that the form of (74) is identical to the form of 

(72). Therefore, the least-squares method can be applied to solve (74). By prefiltering the 

excitation and response, a weighted error can be minimized. This technique is illustrated in 

Figure 4-13. 

The weighting function can be selected to have a magnitude-squared response at each 

frequency/which is inversely proportional to the critical bandwidth at/. Based on the critical 

bandwidth shown in Figure 4-9, the desired magnitude response of Wiz) is computed as 

shown in Figure 4-14. The actual filter can be designed as a minimum-phase FIR filter. 

For the sample DTF shown in Figure 4-12a, the LSWE method was applied. A 

comparison between a smoothed DTF response and the response of a 12th order model 

designed using LSWE method is shown in Figure 4-12b. Compared to Figure 4-12a, the 

LSWE method offers a significant improvement at lower firequencies. In terms of critical band 

distance, the difference between the LSWE(12,12) model and the smoothed filter prototype 
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Figure 4-13 Diagram of least-squares weighted error method. 

was 8.2 dB. When compaied to a critical band distance of 13.1 dB in the case of the standard 

least-squares method, this improvement is significant 

4.3.6 Iterative prefiltering (IP) method 

In a similar manner, the iterative prefiltering method can be applied to the modeling of 

smoothed DTFs. Unlike the LS method and WLSE method, the iterative prefiltering method 

attempts to minimize the modeling error energy as previously stated. Figure 4-12c compares 

the magnitude response of the sample DTF which has been smoothed using a 0.5 smoothing 

factor with the magnitude response of a 12th order filter designed using iterative prefiltering. 
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Figure 4-14 Magnitude response of weighting filter. 

The initial parameter estimate for the iterative prefiltering method is obtained using the 

least-squares technique. The iterative prefiltering method does a much better job than the LS 

method and a slightly better job than the LSWE method. In terms of critical band distance, 

the IP(12,12) model results in a critical band distance of 7.4 dB. 

4.3.7 Weighted iterative prefiltering (WIP) method 

It would be beneficial to have the ability to weight the modeling error in the iterative 

prefiltering method in the same manner in which the least-squares error was weighted in the 

least-squares weighted error method. 

In the iterative prefiltering method described in Chapter 3, the energy of an 

approximate modeling error was minimized. In (30), this modeling error was shown to be 

approximated as 
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_ WW C78) 
AiU) "iW 

A 
where Ai(z) is the initial denominator parameter estunate. After the ith iteration of the 

iterative prefiltering method, this modeling enor approximation becomes 

. Sim m 
A,(z) Ai(z) 

where A/Cz) is the denominator parameter estixnate obtained after the ith iteration. 

If each side of (79) is filtered by a weighting filter W{z), a weighted approximation of 

the modeling error given by 

W{z)E^iz) = (80) 
Aiiz) Aiiz) 

will result This can be then be expressed as 

W(2)£„(z) S A(z)y^(z) - B(Z)4(Z) (81) 

where 

X„(2)=W(Z)|̂  (82) 
A(z) 

is the original input prefiltered by l/i4, (z) and then filtered by Wiz), and 
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Y^{z)=W{z)^ (83) 
A<z) 

is the original output prefiltered by l/i4,(z) and then by Wiz). Figure 4-15 illustrates the 

resulting weighted iterative prefiltering method. The weighting filter is designed to be a 

minimum-phase, FIR filter with a magnitude response as shown in Figure 4-14. 

The weighted iterative filtering method can be applied to directional transfer fimctions 

using the following steps: 

1. Given a smoothed DTF impulse response, obtain a parameter estimate using the iterative 

prefiltering method. The least-squares method can be used to generate the initial 

parameter estimates for the iterative prefiltering method. 

2. Prefilter the original input and output according to (82) and (83) using the iterative 

prefiltering denominator estimate from step 1 and the weighting filter Wiz). 

3. Apply least-squares method to the prefiltered input and ou^ut to generate the WIP 

estimate. 

The magnitude response of a model estimated using the weighted iterative prefiltering method 

is shown in Figure 4-12d. Compared to the standard iterative prefiltering method, the critical 

band distance has decreased only slightiy from 7.4 dB to 7.0 dB. 
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Figure 4-15 Illustration of the weighted iterative prefiltering method. 

4.3.8 Pole-zero cancellation method 

It is interesting to note the effect of critical band smoothing on the location of poles 

and zeros of the system models. Given the transfer function H{z) of a model, the system poles 

and zeros can be obtained by performing a factorization on the numerator and denominator 

polynomials as indicated by (3) 
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Figuie 4-16 shows the location of poles and zeros for 30th order filters designed using 

the iterative prefiltering method for various critical band smoothing factors. Without critical 

band smoothing, the poles and zeros seem to be somewhat uniformly distributed about the 

entire frequency range, i.e., roughly the same concentration of poles and zeros at higher 

frequencies as there is at lower frequencies. When critical band smoothing is applied, one 

might expect the poles and zeros to shift toward the lower frequencies since the upper 

frequencies have been smoothed and are likely to be more easily modeled. 

This, unfortunately, is not the case. As the amount of smoothing is increased, the 

concentration of poles and zeros appears to stay uniformly distributed across the entire 

frequency range. At the higher frequencies, however, the poles and zeros tend to "pair up". 

This pairing of poles and zeros corresponds to a "near-cancellation" of numerator and 

denominator factors in (84). 

A possible method to reduce the model order without significantiy sacrificing 

performance would be to remove the closest pole-zero pairs. Since a rational system with real 

coefficients will only have complex poles and zeros which occur in conjugate pairs, any 

cancellation of pole-zero pair in the upper half-plane must be accompanied by a cancellation of 

the corresponding pole-zero pair in the lower half-plane. 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 4-16 Pole-zero maps for models of a sample DTF designed using iterative prefiltering 
method. Smoothing factors are a) 0.0 b) 0.25 c) 0.5 d) 1.0. The real axis is 
the horizontal axis. The ima^ary axis is the vertical axis. 
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Given the poles and zeros of a model as determined by (84), the distance between all 

pole-zero pairs can be computed as 

where dj is a complex zero, and q is a complex pole. 

A simple model reduction can be obtained by canceling the pole-zero pairs with the 

smallest distance. Critical band smoothing followed by pole-zero cancellation results in an 

overall transfer function which will have a higher concentration of poles and zeros at lower 

frequencies. 

Alternatively, the distance of pole-zeros pairs can be warped such that the distance of 

pole zero pairs at higher frequencies are contracted. Thus, a linearly warped distance fimction 

might be 

where Z c,- is the frequency of the /th pole. For this work, however, the distance between 

pole-zeio pairs will be warped according to a critical band scale, ie., the (^stance between 

pole-zero pairs will be divided by the width of a critical band at the frequency of the pole: 

Dij = dj-Ci , (85) 

(86) 

D (87) 
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a) b) 

Figure 4-17 Pole-zero plots for a) a IP(30,30) model b) a PZC(12,12) model. 

where ^ is the sampling frequency and cbw{») is a function which returns the critical 

bandwidth indicated by Figure 4-9 given a frequency/. 

Rgure 4-17 shows the results of the described pole-zero cancellation method. In (a), a 

pole-zero plot for a IP(30,30) model is shown based on a sample DTF smoothed using a 0.5 

smoothing factor. In (b), a pole-zero plot of the corresponding 12th order model obtained 

using pole-zeio cancellation is shown. It is clear that the closest pole-zero pairs have been 

removed. Figure 4-12e shows the magnitude response of the model compared to that of the 

smoothed DTF impulse response. 

4.3.9 Balanced model reduction 

A similar comparison can be used to study the effects of critical band smoothing on 

models resulting from balanced model reduction techniques. Figure 4-18 shows pole-zero 

maps for BMR(20,20) models obtained using the impulse response of a sample DTF for 
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various critical band smoothing factors. Unlike the least-squares and iterative prefiltering 

methods, the balanced model reduction technique automatically shifts poles and zeros away 

firom the smoothed frequency region. As the smoothing factor is increased, the poles and 

zeros of the resulting model become concentrated at the lower frequencies. Thus, a spectral 

fit is obtained which matches well on an aucUtory frequency scale as opposed to a linear 

frequency scale. 

Figure 4-12f shows the magnitude response of a BMR(12,12) model obtained using 

the impulse response of the sample DTF which has been smoothed using a 0.5 smoothing 

factor. Visually, the spectral fit of the BMR model is considerably better than any of the other 

techniques shown. In terms of critical band distance, the BMR(12,12) model is only 5.1 dB 

away from the smoothed impulse response prototype. 

It is also interesting to note the effect on the Hankel singular values as the smoothing 

factor is increased. Figure 4-19 shows Hankel singular values for a sample directional transfer 

functions for a variety of smoothing factors. In general, the more quickly the singular values 

drop, the greater the model order reduction that can be achieved. For a smoothing factor of 

0.25, the singular values drop significantly more quickly than for the case without smoothing. 

As the smoothing factor is increased, however, the rate of decrease of the singular 

values remains relatively constant The singular values for smootiiing factors of 0.25,0.5, and 

1.0 are essentially the same. One might expect that this would indicate that the fit of the 
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c) d) 

Figure 4-18 Pole-zero maps for models of a sample DTF designed using balanced model 
reduction method. Smoothing factors are a) 0.0 b)0.25 c) 0.5 d) 1.0. 
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Figure 4-19 Hankel singular values for a variety of smoothing factors. 

model would therefore not improve with increasing smoothing factor. Interestingly, this is not 

the case, as will be shown in Chapter 5. 

4.4 Interpolation 

In modeling head-related transfer functions or directional transfer functions, it is 

important to have the ability to interpolate between filters. Because it is not practical to 

measure head-related transfer functions at every possible location, it becomes necessary to 
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Figure 4-20 a) Uniformly spaced, dense set of filters, b) Interpolation of a uniformly 
spaced, sparse set of filters. 

interpolate for positions not measured, such as illustrated in Figure 4-20. In addition, to store 

the fflter coefficients for all possible locations would require a significant amount of storage. 

Interpolating between a sparse set of filters could significantly reduced the amount of storage 

required. 

Interpolation between two rational systems, Hi(z) and ^^2(2). can most easily be 

accomplished by interpolating directly between the corresponding impulse responses. For FIR 

filters, this is identical to interpolation between filter coefficients. For DR filters, however, 

interpolation of filters can generally not be achieved by simply interpolating between filter 

coefficients, since interpolation of the denominator coefficients diiectiy is not guaranteed to 

result in a stable filter. 
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An indirect technique for interpolating between two arbitrary rational systems 

and H2(2) can be achieved as shown in Figure 4-21a. The interpolation is performed directly 

between the impulse responses of the two models. The resulting interpolated impulse 

response is then remodeled. There aie obvious disadvantages to such a technique. The 

computational requirements would be significant because not only would the impulse response 

of each system have to be computed, but the entire modeling process would have to be 

performed again. Such a technique could be used to piecompute and store coefficients for 

interpolated models. 

A more direct approach is shown in Figure 4-2 lb. In this approach, the numerator and 

denominator coefficients are interpolated separately. Interpolation of the numerator 

coefficients is performed directly. The denominator coefficients, however, are first converted 

to reflection coefficients using a recursive procedure commonly referred to as a step-down 

procedure, as described in [33]. Inteipolation is then performed directly on the corresponding 

reflections coefficients. 

For a stable system, all reflection coefficients must have magnitudes less than one. 

Thus, interpolation directly between reflection coefficients will result in a new set of reflection 

coefficients which will also have magnitudes less than one, thus yielding a stable system. The 

resulting interpolated reflection coefficients will then have to be converted back into 
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Figure 4-21 a) Indirect interpolation method, b) Direct interpolation method. 

denominator coefficients using a step-up procedure, as described in [33]. The direct 

interpolation could be used in a real-time system to interpolate "on-the-fly". Computational 

requirement for such a process are discussed in the next chapter. 
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5. RESULTS 

This chapter will present results obtained using the modeling techniques discussed in 

Chapter 4. In the first section, the performance of several of the modeling techniques will be 

evaluated in terms of critical band distance. Critical band distance measurements will be 

presented using a range of critical band smoothing factors and model orders. In so doing, the 

effect that critical band smoothing has on the overall modeling process will be observed. By 

determining the model order required by each technique to reach a critical band distance 

threshold, a ranking of these techniques will be made. 

A more practical way of ranking the proposed modeling techniques might be to 

evaluate them based on the amount of computation required for implementation. In Section 

5.2, the amount of computation, in number of multiply operations, required for each modeling 

technique to reach a desired critical band distance threshold will be computed. Calculations 

will be made for several filter structures, including direct, cascade, and lattice forms. This will 

allow a comparison of modeling techniques to be made based on implementation complexity. 

Section 5.3 will present results from localization tests. Results wiU demonstrate the 

extent to which the modeling techniques are successful in preserving localization performance. 

Data from three subjects will be presented. For each subject, the localization performance of 

a high-order FIR filter, a low-order filter designed using the iterative prefiltering method, and 

a low-order filter designed using the balanced model reduction method will be compared. 
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These results will indicate any noticeable differences between the high-order FIR filter and the 

two low-order filters in terms of localization performance. 

5.1 Critical Band Distance Measurements 

5.1.1 Effect of smoothing 

A question remains as to how much critical band smoothing should be used in the filter 

design process. In Chapter 4, two questions were proposed for analyzing flie overall effects 

of critical band smoothing; 

1. What is the effect of critical band smoothing on the modeling process? 

2. How does critical band smoothing affect the perceptual characteristics of the system? 

The first question is concerned with the relationship between the response of the 

model and the response of the smoothed systent In other words, how well does the model fit 

the smoothed spectrum of the original system, and how does the amount of smoothing affect 

this fit? The second question is concerned more with the relationship between the response of 

the original system and the smoothed response of that system, i.e., how well does the 

smoothed system match the original system? To study the relationships posed by these 

questions, the critical band distance measurement will be employed. 

Ultimately, one is concerned with how weU the system model performs in comparison 

to the original system. In terms of critical band distance, one is primarily concerned with the 

distance between the model response and the original system response. The critical band 
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distance measuiement illustrates an interesting relationship which exists among the original 

system response, the smoothed system response, and the system model response. 

If one defines the vectors C and to respectively be the spectrum of the original 

system and the spectrum of the corresponding system model expressed as critical band levels 

in dB, then the critical band distance between C and is simply the Euclidean distance 

between C and This critical band distance can be denoted as d(,C,C„), where 

simply represents the Euclidean distance between a point represented by 

vector * and a point represented by vector 

Similarly, let the vector Q denote the smoothed spectrum of the original system 

expressed in critical band levels for some unspecified smoothing factor. The critical band 

distance between the smoothed system response and the response of the system model is then 

diPs^Cnd • Likewise, the critical band distance between the original system response and the 

smoothed system response is then d(C,C^). 

An elementary relationship, the triangle inequality, can be used to mathematically 

relate the three quantities d(jC,C^), d(Cg,Cfn), and d(C,Cs). This relationship, given by 

diC,C^)^d(lC,Cs)+d(!CM (88) 

is illustrated in Figure 5-1. 

As an example of this inequality, the balanced model reduction method was used to 

compute the parameters of BMR(12,12) models for directional transfer functions of one 

subject for 90 randomly selected positions not limited to the horizontal plane. The DTF 
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Figure S-1 Relationship of critical band distances. 

impulse response was smoothed prior to application of the modeling technique using a variety 

of smoothing factors, ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 using increments of 0.1. For each smoothing 

factor, the distances d(C,C„), d(Cj,C;„), and d(C,Cj) were computed and averaged over all 

90 positions. These distances are plotted in Figure 5-2 

As the amount of smoothing is increased, the system model forms an increasingly 

better fit of the smoothed system. Thus, diCg,C^) is decreasing for an increasing smoothing 

factor. The distance between the original system and the smoothed system, however, Avill 

generally be inaeasing. Thus, d{C,Cs) increases with increasing smoothing factor. The 

overall critical band distance between the original system response and the model response 
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Figure 5-2 Critical band distances d(C,C;„), d(Cs,Cfn), and difC^Cg) versus smoothing 

factor for 12th order models designed using balanced model reduction method. 

d(C,Cfn) will therefore be upper bounded by the sum of d(C,Cj) and as indicated 

by the dashed-dotted line. The actual d(!C,Cffi) is indicated in the figure by the solid line. 

The optimal amount of smoothing in this situation can be selected as the minimum 

point on the solid curve. This point gives the critical band smoothing factor which results in 

minimum critical band distance. In this example, the actual critical band distance d{C,C„) 

achieved a minimum distance for a smoothing factor of 0.3. 

It is interesting to note the fact that the quantity d{C,Cs) is independent of the 

modeling technique employed. According to Figure 5-2, a small smoothing factor results in 
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low rate of increase in d{C,Cs), as would be expected. At a smoothing factor of 0.2, the 

critical band distance d{C,Cg) is only 0.5 dB. As the smoothing factor is increased, however, 

the critical band distance between the original filter specification and the smoothed filter 

specification increases at a greater rate. Because d{C,Cg) is independent of the modeling 

technique applied, a comparison of modeling techniques will proceed by examining diCg,Cf„) 

and d(!C,C^) for several modeling techniques presented in Chapter 4 as the smoothing factor 

is varied. 

5.1.2 Comparison of modeling techniques 

To compare the effect of smoothing on the modeling techniques, the directional 

transfer functions of one subject for the same 90 positions previously used were modeled 

using 25 coefficient models. For IIR filters, a 25 coefficient model will refer to a 12th order 

numerator and a 12th order denominator. For an FIR filter, a 25 coefficient model will refer 

to a 24th order numerator and a 0th order denominator. Critical band smoothing was applied 

prior to the modeling process. For each position, the smoothing factor was varied fi-om 0.0 to 

0.5 using increments of 0.1. 

Figure 5-3 shows critical band distance diCgjC^) for each smoothing factor averaged 

over all positions. Average critical band distance measurements are shown for the LS, LSWE, 

IP, WIP, PZC, and BMR models. For the PZC model, an IP(30,30) system was reduced by 

simple pole-zero cancellation of the nearest pole-zero pairs. For comparison a 24th order FIR 

filter was computed by simple truncation of the impulse response. The LS, FIR, LSWE, and 
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Figure 5-3 Average critical band distance diCs,C„) between smoothed filter specification 

and response of model for 25 coefGcient models and varying smoothing factor. 

IP models all seem to perform similarly. In fact, these methods are all within 0.5 dB of one 

another. 

The WIP model shows some improvement. It is roughly 0.5 dB better than the IP 

model of the same order. The performance of the PZC model is somewhat disappointing. For 

low smoothing factors the average critical band distance is not even within the limits of the 

graph. For high smoothing factors, however, it appears as though the performance of the 

PZC method would be comparable to that of other techniques. It is clear that the balanced 

model reduction method performs considerably better than the other methods shown. 
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Figure 5-4 Average critical band distance d(C,Cp,) between original filter response and 

response of model for 25 coefficient models and varying smoothing factor. 

Similarly Figure 5-4 shows the critical band distance d{C,Cnd versus smoothing 

factor averaged over all 90 positions. With the exception of the BMR model, critical band 

smoothing does not seem to have a significant effect on the overall critical band distance. For 

the range of smoothing factors shown, the difference, in terms of average critical band 

distance, between the FIR, LS, LSWE, and IP models is less than 0.5 dB, although the IP 

model has a smaller critical band distance at every point Again, the BMR model shows 

superior performance. The BMR model at this order has as much as a 1.5 dB decrease in 
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Figure 5-5 Critical band distance diCyCm) between original filter specification and 

response of the model for a variety of modeling techniques and fixed smoothing 
factor. 

critical band distance con^ared to the WIP model and as much as 2,5 dB compared to the 

FIR model. 

Up until this point, the model order has been fixed while the smoothing factor was 

varied. To study the relative performance of the modeling techniques discussed as the model 

order is varied, a comparison was made using a fixed critical band smoothing factor. 

Figure 5-5 illustrates the relative performance in terms of the critical band distance d(C,C^) 

of various techniques over a range of model orders using the same set of 90 directional 

transfer functions for a smoothing factor of 0.3. 
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It is apparent that the balanced model reduction achieves the overall best performance 

of the models shown. At lower orders the rate of decrease in critical band distance is greater 

than for other models. The balanced model reduction method has its greatest advantage at 

around 27 coefficients for this smoothing factor. 

The PZC model performs poorly at low orders, but performs well at high model 

orders. Since the PZC model in this case was obtained through pole-zero cancellation of an 

1?(30,30) model, it is believed that the performance of the PZC model will approach that of an 

IP(30,30) as the model order is increased. The order of the original system from which the 

PZC model is obtained is likely to have a significant effect on the critical band distance of the 

PZC model and could be one reason that the PZC shows poor performance. In this work, all 

PZC models are obtained from IP(30,30) models. The effect of the initial system order on the 

average critical band distance will not be studied. 

To study the combined effect of smoothing factor and model order, the average critical 

band distance between the original filter specification and the response of the model was 

computed over a range of smoothing factors and model orders. Results for various techniques 

are tabulated in Appendix C. 

To summarize these results, the optimal model order required to meet a given average 

critical band distance was computed for each technique. The amount of smoothing which 

minimized the critical band distance at this order was also found. Table 5-1 lists the optimal 

(model order, smoothing factor) pan: requnred to meet a desired average critical band distance. 

For instance, to obtain a set of filters using the balance model reduction technique which 

results in an average critical band distance of 4 dB, one would need to use a smoothing factor 
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of 0.4 and a model order of 10. If a given critical band distance threshold is outside of the 

range of the tables in Appendix C, the model order is listed as an upper bound order or a 

lower bound order and the smoothing factor is left unspecified. 

For the balanced model reduction method, a contour plot showing constant critical 

band distance contom^ is shown in Figure 5-6. For the plot, the horizontal axis indicates 

smoothing factor and the vertical axis indicates model order. Two major observations can be 

made from the data. 

Firstly, the optimal smoothing factor and model order required to reach a desired 

average critical band distance can be selected as the minimum model order on the 

corresponding critical band distance contour curve. Secondly, the optimal amount of 

smoothing increases as the desired critical band distance increases. Thus, to meet a 2.5 dB 

critical band distance constraint, a model order of 16 with a smoothing factor of 0.2 could be 

selected. However, to meet a 4 dB average critical band distance constraint, a model order of 

10 with a smoothing factor of 0.3 would be required. 

5.2 Computation 

A number of filter stractures can be used to implement a given a rational system model 

with transfer function 
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Figuie 5-6 Contour plot showing constant critical band distance contours for balanced model 
reduction method. 

Table 5-1 Optimal (model order, smoothing factor) for various modeling techniques. 

FIR LS LSWE IP WIP PZC BMR 1 

3dB 

Critical 

5dB 
Distance 

6dB 

(>40.?) 

(>40,?) 

(28,0.1) 

(20,0.2) 

(>20,?) 

(>20,?) 

(16,0.4) 

(10,0.4) 

(>20,?) 

(19,0.1) 

(13,0.3) 

(9,0.3) 

(>20,?) 

(18,0.2) 

(13,0.4) 

(8,0.3) 

(>20,?) 

(17,0.3) 

(12,0.2) 

(8,0.4) 

(>20,?) 

(17,0.4) 

(15,0.0) 

(13,0.3) 

(13,0.3) 

(10.0.4) 

(8,0.4) 

«8,?) 
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(89) 
A{2) l+aiz~*+a22 

The work presented here will focus on systems in which the numerator and denominator 

polynomials are of equal order, Le., p=q. 

Perhaps the simplest approach would be a direct form. Two exanples of direct forms 

are shown in Figure 5-7a and Figure 5-7b. Durect forms are among the easiest structures to 

implement because the numerator and denominator coef&cients in (89) can be used directly. 

The structure shown in Figure 5-7a is commonly referred to as direct form I. For an iVth 

order numerator and an Mh order denominator, the direct form I stracture requires W delays 

and TN+l multiplications. A similar structure, shown in Figure 5-7b, is the direct form n 

structure. This form requires the same number of multiplications, but only requires N delays. 

Direct forms are simple to construct and have minimal computation and storage 

requirements. They are, however, sensitive to parameter variation, an important consideration 

in finite-precision implementation of IIR filters. For this reason, two other common structures 

are presented. Because the sensitivity of an IIR filter generally increases with filter order, a 

sin[q)le approach to lowering the filter sensitivity would be to construct the filter as a series of 

cascaded low-order systems. Typically, second-order systems are used, referred to as 

biquads. 

Figure 5-7c shows a cascaded filter structure based on second-order system. Each 

second order system is implemented in direct form. A direct form second-order system 

requires 5 multiplications. Therefore, for an A/th order system, where N is even, the total 
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number of multiplications for the cascaded form is 2.5Ny and the computational requirements 

are not significantly greater than those of the direct form implementation. Thus, for a slight 

increase in computation, a decrease in sensitivity can be achieved using cascaded systems. As 

an added savings, the gain of each second-order section can be accumulated into a single gain 

constant Each unity-gain, second-order section would therefore require only 4 

multiplications. For an A^th order system, where N is even, the total number of multiplications 

would be only 2N+1. In a practical implementation, however, additional overhead may be 

significant 

A third common structure is the lattice fomt In the lattice structure, neither the 

numerator nor the denominate polynomial coefficients are used directiy. Instead, the 

denominator coefficients (fl,' s) are converted into reflection coefficients using a recursive 

step-down procedure, as discussed in Section 4.4. The lattice filter stracture is shown in 

Figure 5-7d. Here, the 1 '̂ s are the 

reflection coefficients of the all-pole system formed from the denominator polynomial and the 

s are found as the solution to 

(90) 
m=0 

where the ap^s are the autoregressive coefficients obtained during tiie /th step of the 

recursive step-down solution for tiie reflection coefficients [18]. 
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Table 5-2 Number of multiplications required to meet 5 dB critical band distance. 

FIR LS LSWE IP WIP PZC BMR 

1 Direct 29 33 27 27 25 31 17 

1 Cascade - 33 27 27 25 31 17 

1 Lattice 
-

49 40 40 37 46 25 

The lattice structoie has lower sensitivity than either the direct or cascaded forms, but 

it also has increased computational requirements. For an A^th order filter with an Nth order 

numerator and an Nth order denominator, the lattice filter requires 3N+1 multiplications. The 

lattice structure does, however, lend itsetf well to interpolation since the reflection coefficient 

used in its construction can be interpolated dicectiy without risk of instability. 

To summarize the computational requirements for directional transfer function system 

models using the three filter structures described, the total computation required to meet a 

critical band distance threshold of 5 dB was computed for a number of modeling techniques. 

Using the minimum model orders tabulated in Table 5-1, the number of multiplications for 

each of tiie three filter stroctures was computed. Table 5-2 lists the results. The 

conq)utational effort required for other critical band distance thresholds can be found from tiie 

data in Table 5-1. These data are not tabulated. 

Compared to a simple FIR filter, it does not appear that any of the techniques shown 

result in a significant savings in computation with the exception of the WIP and BMR models. 

The LS and PZC methods actually result in increased computation. The LSWE and IP 
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methods result in a minor reduction in computation for the direct and cascade structures, but 

result in a considerable increase in computation using the lattice structure. 

The WIP and BMR models show the most promise for computational reduction for 

this critical band distance. Conq)ared to the FIR filter, these models result in a 41% reduction 

in number of multiplications for the same critical band distance when uiq)lemented in direct 

form and a 14% reduction in number of multiplications when implemented in lattice form. 

5.3 Localization Tests 

5.3.1 Objective 

To study the effect of these modeling techniques on the localization performance, a 

series of localization tests was performed. The objective of the localization tests was to 

compare the performance of the low-order models to the performance of a high-order FIR 

filter. The FIR filter was selected as a 100 coefficient filter obtained by means of truncation of 

the minimum-phase DTF impulse responses. Based on informal listening tests, two low-order 

models, an IP( 15,15) model and a BMR(10,10) model, were selected for comparison. Both 

models were obtained using a smoothing factor of 0.2. In terms of critical band distance, the 

IP(15,15) and the BMR(10,10) models have similar performance (3.9 dB and 4.5 dB 

respectively). 

5.3.2 Synthesis 

A real-time system was developed to test the operation of the filters designed in the 

previous chapter. A general-purpose, PC-based signal processing board (Spectrum 
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TMS320C30 System Board) was used to implement the filters. The BMR(10,10) and 

IP(15,1S) models were implemented in direct form on a Texas Instruments TMS320C30 

floating-point processor. OuQ)ut signals were generated using on-board 16-bit stereo D/A 

converters, programmed for a 16 kHz sampling rate. 

For localization tests, input was generated from a circular internal noise buffer, 

although a 16 bit on-board A/D converter could be utilized as well. Filter coefficients, along 

with interaural time delays, for tested positions were computed offline and stored in on-board 

memory. Delay values for minimum-phase DTFs were computed as the delay which resulted 

in maximum correlation with the original impulse response. Control of the system was 

maintained via a graphical user interface running under the Microsoft Windows operating 

environment 

5.3J Procedure 

Three young adults acted as subjects. All had normal hearing with no history of 

hearing problems. All had had previous e}q)erience in localization experiments. 

The stimulus consisted of a 250 ms burst of white, Guassian noise which was then 

bandpass filtered fi:om 200 Hz to 15 IsHz using a 2048-tap linear-phase FIR fflter. 

A random set of 144 positions was selected firom a spherical shell of SOS possible 

positions. For each subject tested, four runs of the data set were made for each model 

resulting in a total of 576 trials per subject per model. The ordering of tiie positions in the 

data set was scrambled for each run. 
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At each position tested, the stimulus was filtered using the experimental device 

described above and presented through a pair of Sennheiser HD-430 headphones. Filters 

were modeled using individualized minimum-phase directional transfer functions computed 

from the head-related transfer functions measured for each subject Additional headphone 

corrections were not made. 

The recording of listener feedback was similar to that of [3], The apparent location of 

the source, as perceived by the listeners was relayed verbally. Listeners would respond by 

calling the apparent azimuth and elevation angles according the spherical coordinate system 

specified in Figure 2-1. A certain amount of error in estimating the angle of the auditory 

event was expected for each subject This error, however, was not taken to be an issue of 

great concern because it was assumed that the judgment error would statistically be essentially 

the same for aU models tested. Distance judgments were neither recorded nor requested. 

5.3.4 Analysis 

The data resulting from the above described testing procedure consisted of 576 

intended source positions and 576 recorded responses for each subject for each of three 

modeling cases. Results are shown in Hguie 5-8 through Figure 5-13. To analyze these data, 

the spherical coordinates of azimuth and elevation angles (assuming a radius of one) were first 

converted into Cartesian coordinates. In the new Cartesian coordinate system the origin was 

at the center of the subject's head. The x, y, and z axis were as labeled in Figure 2-1. Thus, 

the positive x axis was to listener's immediate right die positive y axis was to the immediate 
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front of the listener, and the positive z axis extended directly above the listener. These 

Cartesian coordinates were then expressed as angles (in degrees) such that 

xe=sin-^x) 

y0=sin-lCy) (91) 

ze=sin~l(z) 

where sin~^(*) returns the angle 0 in degrees such that -90^0<90. 

In this new coordinate system, Xq indicates how far to the left or to the right of the 

origin a position is, albeit in degrees as opposed to units of distance. Similarly, the 

coordinates ye zq indicate respectively how far in front or back and how far up or down 

a position is. 

Each coordinate of the intended source position is then plotted versus the 

corresponding coordinates of the perceived or reported source position. Plotting all data 

points results in three scatter plots. One indicates the "left-righ '̂ coirelation of the data, one 

indicates the *'front-back" correlation, and one indicates the "up-down" correlation. Such 

scatter plots are shown in Figure 5-8 through Figure 5-13. In the new coordinate system, a 

front-back reversal wiU not appear in the left-ri^t scatter plot, but wUl appear in the front-

back plot Similarly, an up-down reversal will not appear in the left-right plot but will appear 

in the up-down scatter plot 

For each subject, nine scatter plots are shown, 3 scatter plots for each model tested. 

For the FIR model. Figures 5-8,5-10, and 5-12 show the scatter plots respectively for 
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subjects A, B, and C. Similarly, for the IP and BMR models, Figures 5-9,5-11, and 5-13 

show the scatter plots respectively for subjects A, B, and C. 

Visual inspection indicates the localization performance of the two low-order models 

is nearly as good as the performance of the high-order FIR model for tiie three subjects 

shown. Little difference can be seen in Uie scatter plots of subjects A and C among the high-

order FIR filter and the two low-order models. For subject B, however, who shows superior 

localization performance compared to the other two subjects for the high-order FIR filter, the 

differences are a bit more apparent Left-right and up-down correlation plots look essentially 

the same, but the slight degradation in the low-order models is apparent in the fiont-back 

scatter plot 

Correlation and average angle of error (in degrees) were also confuted for the data 

shown in each scatter plot In terms of correlation and average error (in degrees), the three 

models are also in high agreement Correlation and average error data are listed in Table S-3. 

Data are the essentially the same for all three models with the following exceptions. In subject 

B, the front-back correlation and corresponding average angle of error were respectively 0.90 

and 14®. For the IP(15,15) model the correlation was only 0.81 and the average angle of 

error was 17°. This was not a significant increase in average angle of error but was a 

noticeable decrease in correlation. Similarly, the BMR(10,10) model resulted in a front-back 

correlation of 0.83 and an average angle of enor also of \T. 
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Table 5-3 Conelation, average angle of error, and reversal results for localization data. 

A 
1 

B • C 

L-R F-B U-D 1 L-R F-B U-D L-R F-B L-R 1 

1 
FER 0.88 0.81 0.86 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.82 0.62 0.80 

1 Correlation IP 0.88 0.77 0.80 0.95 0.81 0.88 0.85 0.66 0.81 

BMR 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.95 0.83 0.89 0.83 0.62 0.82 1 

Average FIR 17 20 16 9 14 12 19 26 25 1 

Angle of IP 18 21 19 10 17 13 17 24 24 

Error BMR 19 20 17 10 17 13 18 26 22 

FIR 11 7 29 

Reversals IP 12 12 24 

(%) BMR 10 14 28 1 
The number of front-back reversals was also computed as listed in Table S-3. Again, 

subjects A and C demonstrated little differences among models. In subject B, however, there 

was a significant increase in the percentage of reversals, increasing from 7% for the FIR 

model to 12% for the IP(15,15) model and to 14% for the BMR(10,10) model. These 

observations agree with those obtained using visual inspection. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Discussion 

Conventional modeling techniques, including the least-squares method, the extended 

Prony's method, the iterative prefiltering method, and the balanced model reduction method, 

were presented for estimating the parameters of the system model. A technique for estimating 

the order, based on minimum eigenvalues of a covariance matrix, of the system was also 

presented. Based on the minimum eigenvalue model order estimation technique, the head-

lelated transfer functions were shown to be primarily autoregressive systems. However, when 

the diffuse field response was extracted, the resulting directional transfer functions were 

shown to be primarily autoregressive moving-average (pole-zero) systems. For this reason, 

modeling of the DTFs focused on systems with equal order numerator and denominator 

polynomials. 

It was shown that application of conventional modeling techniques provided for a poor 

match between the original system response and the response of the model evaluated on an 

auditory frequency scale. To improve this performance, a technique referred to as critical 

band smoothing was presented, which roughly atteiiq>ted to emulate the process of hearing 

which resulted in masking and critical band phenomena. A parameter of the critical band 

smoothing process, the smoothing factor, expressed as a fraction of a critical band, was used 

to regulate the amount of smoothing that was applied. 
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For objective evaluation of modeling techniques, the critical band distance 

measurement was introduced. The critical band distance was essentially the Euclidean 

distance of two power spectrums expressed as critical band levels in dB. The advantage of a 

critical band scale was that the bandwidth of each band increased with increasing frequency, 

thus weighting each spectrum according to an auditory ftequency scale as opposed to a linear 

&equency scale. 

If the response of the directional transfer function was smoothed prior to the system 

modeling process, it was shown that a better model fit of the smoothed system response could 

be obtained in terms of critical band distance. A critical band distance relationship was 

presented which related the original system response to the smoothed system response and to 

the response of tiie resulting system model. It was demonstrated that, as tiie smoothing factor 

was increased, the critical band distance between the original system response and the 

smoothed system re^onse also increased. On the other hand, the critical band distance 

between the smoothed system response and the response of the model decreased as the 

smootiiing factor was increased. Since, for small smoothing factors, the rate of decrease of 

the critical band distance between the smoothed response and the model response was greater 

dian the rate of increase of the critical band distance between the ori^al system response and 

the smoothed response, tiie critical band distance between original system response and the 

model re^nse was generally decreasing for small smoothing factors. 

The effect of critical band smoothing varied with modeling technique. For the FIR and 

LS models, critical band smoothing had littie effect For the BMR models, critical band 

smoothing had a significant effect In general, it was observed that low-order models required 
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a higher smoothing factor than liigher models for achieving maximum performance in terms of 

the critical band distance between the original system response and the model response. 

For a fixed smoothing factor, increasing the model order generally lead to a linearly 

decreasiag critical band distance for most modeling techniques presented. For the balanced 

model reduction method, however, the critical band distance deaeased at a high rate for low 

model orders and decreased at a low rate for high model orders. Thus, the balanced model 

reduction method had its greatest advantage at low model orders. 

To study the effect of modeling on localization performance, a series of localization 

experiments was performed using individualized transfer functions.. Three subjects, with 

normal hearing and previous experience in localization experiments, were selected for the 

tests. A comparison was made between a 100 coefficient FIR filter, a 15th order filter 

designed using the iterative prefiltering method, and a lOtii order model designed using the 

balanced model reduction method. Results indicated that all models provided essentially the 

same performance with the following exceptions. Visual inspection of scatter plots revealed a 

modest degradation in front-back correlation for the low-order models. In terms of 

correlation and average angle of error, results were also similar for all models tested. For one 

subject, however, who showed a 0.90 front-back correlation, the 10th order iterative 

prefiltering method yielded a 0.81 front-back correlation and tiie 10th order balanced model 

reduction filter yielded a 0.83 front-back correlation. The results also indicated an inaease in 

the number of front-back reversals, apparent in the same subject 

Overall, the results indicated that low-order modeling of the directional transfer 

functions is possible without significantiy sacrificing perceptual performance. The primary 
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advantage of such low-order models was that implementations based these models could thus 

be constructed with reduced computation and storage requirements. One modeling technique 

in particular, based on critical band smoothing followed by balanced model reduction, proved 

to have better performance in terms of minimum critical band distance than other techiuques 

explored. The perceptual validity of such a technique was also reinforced by the results of 

sound localization experiments. 

6.2 Future Work 

Regarding the use of the low-order modeling techniques discussed in this dissertation, 

a number of areas remain which are deserving of further investigation. Three such areas are 

briefly described below. 

• Localization experiments. To fully assess the performance of the presented 

modeling techniques, a more tiliorough series of localization experiments would need 

to be performed. The localization experiments presented in this dissertation merely 

demonstrated the feasibility of low-order models. A more thorough evaluation of 

these modeling techniques would require large amounts of data collected for a large 

number of subjects, using a variety of model orders and smoothing factors. Results 

from such tests would reveal insight regarding the effects of smoothing factor on 

localization performance and possibly lead to a better understanding of the relationship 

between critical band distance and localization performance. 

• Implementation issues. Implementation issues associated with such low-order 

models is also a topic of concern which needs furtiier study. The IIR filters used in the 
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localization tests described in Section 5.3 were implemented using direct filter 

structures and single-precision floating-point coefficients. For increased filter orders, 

however, the high sensitivity of the direct form structure may make direct form 

stmctures inq)ractical. The use of cascade and lattice structures could thus be 

en^loyed. Informal experiments using cascade structures have not indicated 

sensitivity problems using the modeling techniques discussed. The cascade stracture 

requires moderate computational effort but does, however, make interpolation 

difficult Lattice structures are easier to interpolate but require the highest 

computational effort Further investigation into filtering techniques which provide for 

ease of interpolation without significantiy increasing computational effort is required. 

Application to other areas. The modeling techniques discussed were primarily 

intended for applications of virtual acoustics. However, there is potential for use of 

these models in other audio applications where computation and/or storage 

requirements are of concern. Such areas mi^t include real-time speech coding and 

wideband audio compression. 
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APPENDIX A 

Minimum Eigenvalue Model Order Estimation 

Noise-free case 

Assume diat a rational system Hiz) given by (2) outputs a response yin) when excited 

by an input jc(n). In the minimum eigenvalue model order estimation technique discussed in 

Section 3.3, a covariance matrix is formed from the excitation and response data as in 

(55) for some undetermined model orders (p, q). It was stated in Section 3.3 that if the tme 

order of //(z) is (.np,nq) and if (p, q) is selected such that and q^riq, then Rp  ̂will 

have at least one zero eigenvalue. Thus, in this situation (noise-free case) the model order can 

be selected as the lowest order (p, q) at which the minimum eigenvalue drops to zero. 

Noise-Contaminated Input and Noise-Contaminated Output 

Now consider the case in which both the system excitation xin) and the system 

response y(n) are contaminated with a zero mean, white noise with variance c .̂ This situation 

can equivalently be viewed as the data matrix in (54) being contaminated with a noise 

matrix Tp  ̂in which the columns of are sanq)les of a zero mean, white noise process 

with variance c .̂ The contaminated data matrix can thus be expressed as 
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-Dp^+Tp^ 
(Al) 

where "m is the noise-firee data matrix given by (54), Yp is the noise-contaminated response 

matrix, Xq is the noise-contaminated excitation matrix, and Fp  ̂is given by 

Yj(0) Yy(-1) - Ty(-p) yx{0) yx(rl) Yac(-9) 

Yy(l) YyCO) Yy(l-P) Yfd) T*(0) 

LVyCW-l) Ty(A^-2) —Yy(Ar-p-l) 7jc(Ar-l) Y;c(JV-2) —YxCiV-^-l) J 

(A2) 

For large N, the corresponding covariance matrix can be approximated as 

«= Rp^+d^NI 

(A3) 

since the elements of are assumed to be uncorrelated with the elements of the data matrix 

By substituting (56) into (A3) and utiliang the fact that Q'̂ Q=I, it can be shown that 

Rp  ̂can be decomposed into the form 

Rp^ - fi(A+d2M)fiT (A4) 
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in which Q and A are respectively the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices given in (56). 

From (A4), it is apparent that in the presence of noise the eigenvalues of Rp  ̂ are uniformly 

incremented by an amount roughly equal to . Thus, Rp  ̂will no longer have a zero 

eigenvalue but will have a minimum eigenvalue approximately equal to c^JV. 

Noise-Free Input and Noise-Contaminated Output 

Now consider the more applicable case in which the system excitation jc(/i) is known 

exactly, while the observed system response y(/j) is a noise-contaminated response. Such a 

situation may occur when the system excitation is known to be an impulse, i.e., jc(n)=6(n) 

(discrete-time impulse). As before, it is assumed that the modeling error e(/i) is a zero mean, 

white noise process with variance c .̂ 

Here the noise-contaminated data matrix can be expressed as 

=D +r 
(AS) 

where 

^P4~ 

Yy(0) Yy(-1) - YyC-p) 0 0 - 0" 
1y(\) 1-m — Yy(l-p) 0 0 — 0 • •• • 
•  •  •  •  • • • •  
•  •  •  •  • • • •  

yy{N-\) yy{N-2) — yy(N-p-l) 0 0 — 0 

(A6) 

Let the corresponding covariance matrix again be denoted Rp^- In this case, for large N the 

covariance matrix Rp  ̂can be approximated as 
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» Rp^+d^NIp^ 

where Rp  ̂is the noise-free covariance matrix and is a (p+l+^+l)x(p+l+g+l) matrix 

given by 

=[»»] 'p«=l»fll (AS) 

in which / is a (p+l)x(p+l) identity matrix. It is apparent that Ip  ̂is only a "partial" identity 

matrix since all of the diagonal elements are not "1". Such a matrix results from the 

assunnption that the system excitation is noise-fiee. 

Because / is not a true identic matrix, it becomes difficult to predict the specific 

increments in the eigenvalues of Rp .̂ Although, an eigenvalue decomposition similar to (56) 

can be performed on Rp  ̂given by (A7), the special form of (A4) cannot be preserved. 

One can, however, determine an iq>per bound expression for the increment in 

eigenvalues. Decompose Ae noise-contaminated covariance matrix into the form 

= fiAfiT (A9) 

In this case, the both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been altered compared to the 

noise-free case. Now rewrite (A9) as 
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(AlO) 

to get an expression for A. Using tiie approximation given by (A3), one can expand (AlO) to 

yield 

A=fi'̂ (R+0^Mpv?)2 (All) 

To determine the increment in eigenvalues, i.e.. A-A, define a transformation matrix P which 

transforms the noise-free eigenvector matrix Q into the noise-contaminated eigenvector matrix 

Q. The desired transformation is given by 

fi=i2P (A12) 

which directly implies P . It is important to note the fact that 

pT,=^Tgf(eTe) 

=eTee'̂  (AI3) 
=/ 

where J is the identity matrix. 

Substituting (A12) into (All) yields 
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A=(fiF)T|?(eP)+dijVfiT/p^fi 

=P'̂ (Q'̂ RQ)P+<^NQVp  ̂ (A14) 

=P'^AP+d^NQ'^Ip^ 

Note that although neither of the matrix expressions on the right side of (A14) necessarily 

represents a diagonal matrix, the summation of the two must be diagonal since the eigenvalue 

A 
matrix A on the left side is diagonal 

One can now derive an iq)per bound expression for the increment in eigenvalues due 

to the presence of noise. Equating the diagonal parts of (A14) and applying (A13) results in 

A=diag(P'^AP)+diag(<?NS^Jp^) 

=A+<?N-diag(QVp^) (A15) 

=A+o^A  ̂

where diag(*) represents the extraction of the main diagonal, and the diagonal matrix T 

contains the "partial inner product" of each column of Q. That is, the diagonal elements of 

the matrix Y can be expressed and bounded as 

Vi=i 
>0 

X) 
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where is the ith diagonal element of I*, ̂  is the /th eigenvector of Q, and gij is the jth 

element of 9/. Substituting (A16) into (A15) leads to the upper bound expression for 

eigenvalue increment given by 

A-A  ̂d^NI (A17) 

where I is the identity matrix. This expression relates the modeling error variance to the 

minimum eigenvalue of the corresponding covariance matrix. 
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APPENDIX B 

Design of IIR Filters Using Model Reduction Techniques 

The state-space model familial to control systems theory is the basis for many model 

reduction techniques [32,33]. An introduction to state-space models is briefly presented, and 

the formulation of balanced model reduction techniques follows. 

State-space realizations 

The following state-space model can be used to describe any discrete-time, linear, 

time-invariant system: 

x{k+l)=Ax(k)+Buik) 

y(Jc)=Cxik)+Du{k) 

where xik) is the r-dimensional state vector, A is an rxr matrix, B and are rxl vectors, and 

D is a scalar. These equations are termed the state-equations of the system. The dimension r 

is called the order of the system. The state equations dictate a mapping from the input uik) 

and the current state xQc) to the next state x(^+l), and to the ou^ut y(n). Hie transfer 

function for such a rq>resentation is given by 

Hiz)̂ ^=C(.zI-Ar^B+D (B2) 
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and the cortesponding inq)ulse response is given by 

h — [••• 0 Hq hi h2 A3 

= [••• 0 DCB CAB CA^B -f 
(B3) 

The state-space realization problem becomes one of determining a state-space model 

representation given the transfer function of the system. There exists an infinite number of 

state-space realizations for a given transfer function. For any realization, one can define an 

observability matrix and a controllability matrix as [31]: 

The concept of controllabiliQr describes tiie ability of an input to cause a change in the state of 

the system. Similarly, the concept of observability describes the possibility of estimating the 

state of a system based on observations of tiie output Two related expressions, the 

controllability grammian matrix and the observability grammian matrix [27,29], can be defined 

as 

(B4) 

Wc = 
(B5) 

A system is considered to be controllable if its controllability matrix has rank r, or, 

equivalendy, if its controllability grammian matrix is nonsingolar [31]. likewise, a system is 
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considered to be observable if its observability matrix is of rank r or its observability 

grammian matrix is nonsingular [31]. A realization of a system which is both observable and 

controllable is called a minimal realization [31], A minimal realization has a system order less 

than or equal to any other realization. Note, however, that minimal realizations are not 

unique. In applications considered here, one will only be concerned with obtaining minimal 

system realizations, since minimal realizations will lead to implementations with the lowest 

computation. 

One will also be concemed wift finding realizations which are balanced. A system is 

said to be balanced if its controllability and observability grammians are equal [25]. Balanced 

realizations are useful in model reduction applications because balanced systems can be 

reduced by truncation of states. One way to obtain a balanced realization is through singular 

value decomposition of the Hankel matrix. 

Singular value decomposition of the Hankel matrix 

Hie Hankel matrix is defined [32] as 

hi h2 hi 
hi hi 
hi ••• 

(B6) 

where is the impulse response of the system. Thus, given the in^ulse response of a 

system, or equivalently, the coefficients of a hi^-order FIR filter, the Hankel matrix can be 

constmcted. Note that the Hankel matrix is upper-diagonal and constant along its 
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antidiagonals. The rank of the Hankel matrix is equal to the minimal order of the system 

Given an A^th order FIR filter, the Hankel matrix will be finitely dimensioned. 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a very powerful tool for the analysis of signals 

and systems. Using singular value decomposition, an NxN Hantel matrix can be decomposed 

into tiie following form [32] 

= £/ 2 VT (B7) 

where 17 and V are unitary matrices, and Z is a diagonal matrix: 

S = diagiai, 02, 03, —, C;., (B8) 

in which, typically, the diagonal entries ate arranged in decreasing order, i.e., o, > O2 >... > 

> ̂ r+i > — > Th® diagonal entries of 51 are called the Hankel singular values. For a rank 

r Hankel matrix, the singular values Oj... will be nonzero, while the singular values ... 

Off will equal zero. An important result of this decomposition is the fact that the Hankel 

matrix can be expressed as a linear combination of rank-1 matrices 

4>(/f) = X («i = S O/ («i (B9) 
i=l isl 

where Uj represents the ith column of V and Vj represents the zth column of V. For a rank-r 

Hankel matrix, only the first r terms in the sununations will contribute to It becomes 

clear that the first r columns of U span the columns space of These vectors are caUed 
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the left singular vectors. Similarly, the first r columns of V span the row space of 0(H) and 

are called the right singular vectors. 

In the presence of noise the Hankel matrix will become fiill rank. The addition of 

white, Guassian noise, will cause an increase in the singular values proportional to the noise 

variance [32]. This will make it mote difficult to estimate the order of the system, because all 

diagonal elements will be nonzero. 

The question remains as to how a balanced system is realized using the Hankel matrix. 

It has been shown that the Hankel matrix can be formed as the product of the observability 

matrix and the controllability matrix 

This can easily be verified by substituting (B4) and (B6) into (BIO). If a system 

transformation is performed on system (A, B, C, D) using a nonsingular transformation matrix 

T, the Hankel matrix of the transformed system remains unchanged. This can be seen from 

(BIO) 

W) = SA (BIO) 

<biH)=SaSc 

(BID 
/ / 

where 

So=SJ (B12) 
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is the observability matrix of the transformed system and 

(B13) 

is the controllability matrix of the transformed systenx 

To obtain a balanced realization, one must determine a transformation matrix 7 which 

transforms an unbalanced system into a balanced one. If one first peiforms a singular value 

decomposition of the Hankel matrix, and then sets the following equalities 

So = U1V2 
CB14 

Se = 

a balanced realization will result This can be seen by computing the controllability and 

observability grammian matrices as 

The resulting controllability and observability Grammians are equal. Comparing (B12) and 

(B13) leads to the following equations 

(B15) 

r-lSc=2V2vT (B16) 

SoT^Ul^^ (B17) 
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Solving (B16) for T yields 

5c=JT^/2VT 

S^(2l/2vT)-l::,y 

So-l5^c(2:V2vT)-l=r 

S-l(t;LVT)0/2vT)-Uy 

So kWE^/2)(£l/2vT)(2;V2vT)-l 

(B18) 

5-1172:1/2=7' 

Similarly, solving (B17) yields 

Sor=£;si/2 

T=S'}m>i^ 
(B19) 

The desired transformation matrix T is . Thus, by performing a state transformation 

based on singular value decon^osition of the Hankel matrix a balanced realization can be 

found. As will become apparent in the next subsection, a balanced realization is useful 

because it provides for a convenient method of model reduction by simply truncating the least-

significant states. 

Model reduction 

Li model reduction, one wishes to find a model of order q < r  such that the ̂ th-order 

model lies closest to the original model according to some distance measurement. Define the 

Erobenius norm of an MyN matrix X as follows [32] 
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WIf = 
M N , ,2 
I X  M  

.'=1M , 

1/2 

(B20). 

Also define the Frobenius distance between two MxN matrices X and Y as 

dF(X,Y) = 

1/2 

= IX-Ylp (B21). 

It can be seen that the Frobenius distance between two matrices is the same as the Frobenius 

norm of the difference of the two matrices. Now consider the following rank q approximation 

to the Hankel matrix 

1=1 
(B22) 

It has been shown [32] that this approximation is the optimal approximation to ^(H) 

in the nwiimum Frobenius distance sense. Using a balanced state-space realization 

(A,B,C,D), partition X according to the ̂  largest singular values: 

(B23) 

where 

Si = diag(ai, a2, •••, <Sq) 

L2 = diag(o^+i, ©2' »o«) 
(B24) 
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and partition the state-space matrices accordingly: 

" = [^2^2] » = [»2] (B25) 

H die system (A, B, C, JD) is asymptotically stable and balanced, the timcated system (An, 

Cp D) will be asymptotically stable, controllable, and observable [25]. The transfer function 

corresponding to the system (A„, Bp C,, D) can be found by using (B2). Thus, using 

balanced model reduction an IIR approximation to an FIR filter can been found. The method 

just described is a rather generic balanced model reduction procedure. Variations of this 

procedure can be found in the literature [25-30]. 
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APPENDIX C 

Table C-1 Average ciitical band distance, FIR filtering method. 

Smoothing Factor 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 OJ 

16 6.9 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
18 6.7 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
20 6.4 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
22 6.1 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.8 
24 5.9 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.6 1 

Model 26 5.6 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.4 
Order 28 5.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.2 

30 5.1 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.9 5.0 
32 4.9 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 

1 34 4.7 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.6 
1 36 4.6 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 

1 38 4.4 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 
1 40 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.4 

Table C-2 Average critical band distance, least-squares method. 

Smoothing Factor 
0.0 0.1 0.2 OJ 0.4 0.5 

1 8 7.0 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.5 6.5 
9 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.3 
10 6.6 6.4 6.2 6.1 6.0 6.0 1 
11 6.3 6.1 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.7 
12 6.0 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.7 

Model 13 5.9 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.7 
Order 14 5.7 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 

15 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.1 5.1 
16 5.3 5.2 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 
17 5.2 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.9 
18 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.8 
19 4.9 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.6 
20 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.5 1 
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Table C-3 Average critical band distance, least-squares weighted error method. 

0.0 0.1 
Smoothing Factor 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
8 6.6 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 
9 6.5 6.2 6.0 5.9 6.0 6.0 
10 6.2 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.9 
11 5.8 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.6 
12 5.6 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 

Model 13 5.5 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.1 
Order 14 5.1 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.9 

15 4.8 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.8 
16 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.7 
17 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.6 
18 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5 
19 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.4 
20 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.2 

Table C-4 Average critical band distance, iterative prefiltering method. 

0.0 0.1 
Smoothing Factor 

0.2 OJ 0.4 0.5 
8 6.4 6,0 6.0 5,9 5,9 5.9 
9 6.3 6.0 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.8 
10 6.1 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.7 
11 5.8 5.5 5.3 5,3 5.3 5.3 
12 5.6 5.4 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 

Model 13 5.4 5.3 5.1 5,0 4.9 5.0 
Order 14 5.3 5.0 4.8 4,7 4.7 4.8 

15 5.2 4.7 4.5 4.3 4.4 4,6 
16 4.8 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.6 
17 4.6 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5 
18 4.4 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.4 
19 4.2 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.2 
20 4.2 3.9 3.8 3,7 3.9 4.2 1 
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Table C-5 Average critical band distance, weighted iterative prefiltering method. 

Smoothing Factor 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

8 6.6 6.3 6.1 6.0 5.9 5.9 
9 6.2 6.0 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.7 
10 5.9 5.6 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.4 
11 5.6 5.3 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 
12 5.4 5,2 5.0 5.1 4.9 4.9 

1 Model 13 5.2 4.9 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.7 
Order 14 5.1 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.5 1 

15 4.8 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.4 1 
1 6  4.4 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.4 
17 4.3 3.9 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.2 
18 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.1 
19 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.8 4.1 
20 3.9 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.9 1 

Table C-6 Average critical band distance, pole-zero cancellation method. 

Smoothing Factor | 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

8 11.7 12.5 13.1 12.1 11.7 11.0 
9 9.2 10.0 10.4 9.5 8.5 8.2 
10 9.2 10.0 10.4 9.5 8.5 8.2 
11 7.2 7.9 8.3 7.4 6.9 6.4 
12 7.2 7.9 8.3 7.4 6.9 6.4 

Model 13 5.8 6,5 6.8 6.0 5.6 5.1 
Order 14 5.8 6.5 6.8 6.0 5.6 5,1 

15 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.0 4.6 4.2 
16 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.0 4.6 4.2 
17 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.8 
18 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.8 
19 3.7 3.7 3.7 3,6 3.4 3.7 
20 3.7 3.7 3.7 3,6 3.4 3,7 
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Table C-7 Average critical band distance, balanced model reduction method. 

Smoothing Factor 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

8 6.4 5.5 5.3 4.9 4.8 4.8 

9 5.7 4.9 4.4 4.2 4.1 4.3 

10 5.1 4.3 3.9 3.9 3.8 4.0 

11 4.5 3.8 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.6 
12 4.1 3.5 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.5 
13 3.8 3.2 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.4 
14 3,5 3.1 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.4 
15 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.3 
16 3.2 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.3 
17 3.1 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.3 
18 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.3 
19 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.2 
20 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.2 

Model 
Order 
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